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OmanFathurahman
Reinforcing Neo-Sufism
in the Malay-Indonesian World:
Shattariyyah Order in West Sumatra
Abstraksi: Tnreknt, sebngni organisnsi dslnm dttnin tnsnwuf, telnh me-
mninknn pernn yang snngnt penting dnlam perkembnngnn lslnm di dunis
Melnyu-Indonesin. Hnl ini terutnma terknit dengan kenyntnnn bnhwn
lslnm ynng mnsLk pndn mnsa nwnl ke wilnynh ini bercornk tasawuf .
Artikel ini mendiskusiknn snlnh snhr jenis tnreknt terpenting dnlnm
proses islnmisnsi di dunin Melnyu-Indonesin, ynkni Shnttariyynh, dengan
secnrn khusus menyoroti dinnmikn dan perkembnngnnnya di Sumatra Bnrnt.
Pembahnsnn njnrnn tareknt Shnttariyyah di Sumntrn Bnrat ini diletnkknn
dnlnm kerangka penguatnn ajnrnn neo-Sufisme di dtmin Melnyu-Indonesia.
Seperti dikemuknknn sejumlnh snrjnnn, perkembnngnn tnreknt
Sha11ariyynh di dunin Melnyu-Indonesia tidnk dapnt dilepaskan dnri
khalifah utamnny a, Ab dtrrnuf nl-S inkili ( 1 61 5-1 69 3 ). Melnlui sejtLmlah
murid ynng berguru kepndnnya, seperti Shnikh Brtrhnnuddin lflnknn dari
Sumatrn Bnrnt, dan Shnikh Abdul Mtiltyi dari Pamijnhnn lnwn Bnrnt,
njnrnn tnreknt Shnttariyyah tersebnr ke berbngni wilnynh di dunin Melayu-
Indonesia.
Bersnmn-snmn dengnn tnrekat lnin, seperti tnreknt Naqsltbandiyynh
misalnyn, tareknt Shatrlariyynh ynng dikembangkan oleh al-Sinkili dnn
murid-muridnya ini kemudinn mengembnngknn nj nrnn neo-Sufism, ynng
snlnh satu karnkter utamn ajnrnnnyn ndalah melnkuknn rekonsiliasi nntnra
ajnrnn tasnwuf dan synriat (fiqh). Dalnmkonteks trndisi intelektual Islsm
di dunin Melayu-Indonesin, ajnrnn tnsawuf dengan corak neo-Sufis ini
telnh menjndi wncnnn dominnn sejnk nwnl nbnd ke-17, sehinggn
mempengnruhi hampir seffiua knryn-knryn keislnman ynng mrLncul,
khuwsnyn di bidang tnsnwuf .
Selnin nknn melihnt persebnran tnreknt Shnttariyynh di Sumntrn Barat
melnlui tokoh utnmnnyn, Syaikh Bur'lmnuddin l.llnkan, yang nknn menjadi
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fokus utnmn pembahfisttn artikel ini juga adalnh mengenni bagnimnnn
tnrekat Shattariyyah berkembnng di Sumatrn BnratT Perubnhnn seperti
npn yang terjndi menyangkut sifat dnn kecenderungnn ajaran neo-
Sufismenya, khususnyn padn periode belnkangnn (nbad ke-19 dnn 20)?
Dnn bngnimann pula gambnrnn silsilnh guru-murid tnreknt Shat1ariyynh
di Sumatra Barnt tersebut?
Penting dikemukakan bahwn perkembangan tnreknt Shallariyyah di
Sumntrn Bnrat hingga abad ke-20 ini telah memperlihatknn sntu
ke c e n d e r u n g an p ent in g m eny an gkt t t r umu s an n j nr nn t as aw uf filo s ofisny a,
yakni "tebih lt,Lnnk" dibanding rumusnn sebelumnyn. Hnl ini menuniukknn
beta|sn njarnn neo-sufisme semnkin mengnknr kunt di kalnngnn muslim di
dunia MelaytL-Indonesin, khuzusnyn pndn periode nbnd ke-19 dnn 20.
Indiknsi semnkin kuatnyn ninrnn neo-Sufisme di Sumntrn Barnt ini,
nntarn lain, tnmpnk dnlam kenyatnan bnhwn jika nl-Sinkili di Aceh pndn
nbsd ke-17 misnlnyn, mnsih mengnjnrknn doktrin wahdat al-wujird, di
Sumatrn Bnrnt, njarnn wahdat al-wujld tersebut ternynta buknn snjn
diperlunak, lebih dari itu bnhkan dilrrcttti dsri keseluruhnn njnrnn tareknt
Shnltrariyynh, knrenn dinnggnp bertentnngnn dengnn njnrnn dan prnktek
sharr'at. P ndn giliranny a, sep nnj nng meny nngkrft tnr eknt Shnltrar iyy nh
di Sumntra Bnrnt, njnran tnreknt ShntrTariyya'h tnnpa doktrin wahdat al-
wujld ini menjndi salnh sntu sifnt dnn kecenderungnnnyn ynng khns.
Perkembnngnn ini relatif berbedn dengnn gnmbnrnn sebelumnyn ynng
dikemukaknn ole'h sejumlnh snrjnnn, seperti B. I.O Schrieke, Knrel A.
Steenbrink, Martin ann Bruinessen, dnn bebernpn snrjnnn Ininnyn, bnhwn
tareknt Shnttariyynh di Sumatrn Barnt, khusnsnyn pndn mnsn-mfisn nutnl,
merupakan kelompok tareknt ynng pnling gint mengembnngknn njnrnn
wahdat al-wuiDd, dnn b erhadap -hndnpnn dengnn tnreknt N nqsybnndiyy nh
yang disebut sebngai pengembnng doktrin wahdat al-shuhDd.
Kemudian, seink mulni berkembnngnyn pndn nbnd ke-17, hinggn
kini, tnrekat Shnltariyynh telnh tersebnr ke berbagni pelosok di Sumntrn
Barat, mulni dnri daerah Pndnng Pnrinmnn danTnnnh Dntnr, menyusul
kemudinn daernh Agam, Solok, Snwah Lunto Sijunjtmg, Pnsnman,
dnn Pesisir Selntnn. Dengnn demikinn, tnreknt Shn1lariyynh ynng
dikembangknn oleh pnra ulnmnnya di sumntrn Barst telnh melnlui jnlttr
persebarnnnya mulai dnri daernh pnntai pesisir snmpai ke dnrek ntntt
Ir,tltnk nan tigo, ynitu: Luhnk Tnnah Datnr, Luhnk Agnm, dnn Luhnk
Limn Puluh Kota. Perkembnngnn jnlur penyebnrnn tarekat S'hntrTariyynh
ini umumnyn diikuti pula oleh persebnrnn nnsknh-nnsknh bercornk neo-
Sufis yang selnltL menjadi pegnngnn parn nnggotanya, sehinggn nnsknh'
nnsknlt tersebut semnkin bertnmbnh jumlnhnyn dnri wnktu ke wnktu.
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Introduction
lnrtqah (Jry't orders) have played an important role in the
Malay-Indonesian world since early times, particularly because
the Islam that came to this region was originally of a mystical
nature (tn;nwwufl.2 This meant that tnrlqnh, as organisations with-
in the world of tnsnwwuf , couid soon be found in al1 the regions
of Malay-Indonesian world where Islam was spreading. In sev-
eral specific areas, tnrtqnh became a palace phenomenon, when
followers and some tartqah murshids (teachers) became part of
the family or became officials in the palace.
In Aceh for example, Nuruddin al-Raniri (d. 1658 A.D.), who
was one of the prime teachers in the RifA'iyynh order, became the
Shnikh nl-Isldm-one of the most senior positions in the Sultanate
under the Sultan himself-during the reign of Sultan Iskandar Tsani
(7637-1,641, A.D.) and the early reign of Sultanah Safiatuddin (1,641-
1675 A.D.). Similarly, Abdurrauf al-Sinkili (1615-1690 A.D.), who
was the prime caliph of the Shattariyyah order in the Malay-Indo-
nesian world, was trusted by Sultanah Safiatuddin for his entire
career to hold the position of Qadt Mnlik nl-'Ldil or religious law
adviser for the Kingdom, with responsibility for various social-
religious issues.3
A similar situation also took place in other regions, such as
Cirebon and Banten, in subsequent periods. Severai sources
explain that a number of senior kingdom officials in the Sultan-
ate of Cirebon and Banten were students of trarlqnh and directly
related to murshids in Mecca (Bruinessen 7994a:13). In the Kra-
ton Cirebon (Cirebon Palace), for example, several followers be-
carne mtLrshids, spectfically in Sl-rattariyyah, such as P.S. Suledinin-
grat, who was also a descendant of Sunan Gunung Djati. Other
Shattariyyah murshid included Mbah Muqayyim, a Kraton Muslim
leader, who later established an Islamic boarding school (pesnnt-
ren) in Buntet, which has now become one of the most important
bases for the Shattariyyah order in the Cirebon region (Muhaimin
1,997: 70).In the Banten Sultanate, lnrtqnh, aside from becoming a
means of obtaining spiritual strength, was also trusted in palace
circles as a medium for attaining support, legitimising and increas-
ingly strengthening their position as rulers (BruinessenI994b).
The development of Shattariyyah 
-which was one of the most
important types of S{f orders in the process of Islamisation in the
Malay-Indonesian world- was centered on one main figure, Ab-
durrauf al-Sinkili in Aceh. Bv wav of a number of his students, the
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teachings of the Shattariyyah order then spread to various regions
in the Malay-Indonesian world. Together with other $ufr orders,
the Shattariyyah order, which was developed by al-Sinkili and his
students, disseminated the teachings of neo-Sufism in the Malay-
Indonesian world. Amongst the most noteworthy characteristics
of neo-Sufism is the reconciliati on of tn; nwwuf and aspects of shnrl' nh
(Azra 1994: I09).
In the context of Islamic intelleciual traditions in the Malay-
Indonesian world, the teaching of tn;nwwuf with Neo-Sufist qual-
ities has dominated discourse since the early 17tt'century, and thus
influences most Islamic manuscripts.
The article looks at the dynamics and developments in Neo-
Sufist teachings from the 19tl'century untii the mid-20t" century,
using the Shattariyyah order in West Sumatra as a case study.
Along with looking at the spread of the Shattariyyah order in
West Sumatra by way of Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan, a key fig-
ure in the order, this discussion will also focus on how Shattariyyah
spread in this region, what changes took place in terms of the
teachings of neo-Sufism, especially during the later period (19t"
and 20tr' centuries), and the nature of the Shattariyyah teacher-
student silsiln'ha (genealogy) in West Sumatra.
It is important to point out that the main sources for the
discussion in this article are both historical and didactic manu-
scripts related to Shattariyyah.
The Shattlriyyah Order:
Tracing the Roots of its History and Teachings
lnrtqnh was basically unknown as an institution in Islam until
the Btr'century Hijriah or the 14t1' century A.D. This means that,
as an organisation in the world of tn;nwwtLf , it can be consid-
ered something new and previously unfound in early Islamic
tradition, including at the time of the Prophet. It is not surpris-
ing then that nearly all known types of tnrtqnh are related to the
names of later groups of religious leaders or scholars, who lived
centuries after the time of the Prophet (Bruinessen 7996: 47).
Qadiriyyah for example, is related to Shaikh 'Abd al-Qadir aI-
Jailani (1079-1166 A.D.), Suhrawardiyyah is related to Shihab al-
Din Abfafs al-Suhrawardr (11,45-1235 A.D.), Rifa'iyyah is relat-
ed to Ahmad ibn 'Ali Ab[ al-'Abbds al-Rifa'l (.....-1182 A.D.),
Shadhiliyyah is related to Abii al-flasan Ahmad ibn 'Abd Allah al-
Shadhili (1.1,97-1,258 A.D.), and Naqshbandiyyah is related to Baha'
Studin lslnnikn. Vol. 10. No. 3, 2003
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al-Din al-Naqshband (1317-1389 A.D.) (see Trimingham 7998: 14;
Rivzi 1983, I: B4-BB).
This is also the case for Shattariyyah; the name Shattariyyah
comes from Shah 'Abd Allah al-ShattarI (d. 1485 A.D.), a scholar
who has familial connections to Syihab al-Dln Ab[ Hafs 'Umar
Suhrawardls (1,1,45-1,234 A.D.), a $ufT scholar who popularised
Suhrawardiyyah, a $ufr order that had earlier been established by
his uncle, Diya' al-Din Ab[ Najib al-Suhrawardt (1.097-1.1.68 A.D.)
(Trimingham 1998: 33-34). If traced even further back,
Shattdriyyah actually has its roots in the Transoxiana tradition,
because its silsilnh relates to Ab[ Yazrd al-'Ishqr, who is related
to Abii Yazld al-Bustamr (d.873 A.D.) and Imam Ja'far al-Sadiq (d.
763 A.D.).It is not surprising then that this Shattariyyah is known
as 'Ishqiyyah in Iran, or Bistamiyyah in Turkey Uthmani (Trim-
ingham 7998:97-98), and was fairly popular in the Middle East in
around the 15tl' Century, before it faded and its influence was
replaced by Naqshbandiyyah (Rivzi 7983,II: L52).
'Ishqiyyah, or Bistamiyyah, experienced a resurgence after Shah
'Abd Allah a1-Shattar developed it in India, and called it
Shattariyyah. After that, Shattariyyah was aiways linked to Indi-
an forms of tn;nwwuf, although the names Ab[ Yazid al-'IshqT and
AbYazId al-Bustamr continued to be the basis of lts silsilnh, with
the connection to Imam Ja'far al-Sadiq, and finally to the Prophet
Muhammad.
In the Indian context, Shattariyyah 
-and also other $ufr orderc
that had their roots in India, such as Chishtiyyah, Suhrawardiyyah,
Firdausiyyah, and Qadiriyyah- appeared when various religious
movements focused on Islamic proselytising toward non-Muslim
groups. In India, this religious expansion constituted the first stage
of religious movements, which according to scholars can general-
ly be divided into four categories:
First, religious and social expansion, which occurred around
the 6tr' century H/12tt'century A.D. until the 10'1' century H/16u'
century A.D.; secondly, rcligtous and social reformation, which oc-
curred around the 11tr' century H/I7tt'century A.D.; thirdlA, the
period of regeneration which occurred in the 12tr'century H/18tr'
century A.D.; and fourth, the period of reorientation which oc-
curred in the 19tr' century (Nizami, Shnllarr, 1999).
As it was in a process of religious expansion during this peri-
od, Shalfdriyyah was concerned the struggle to raise spiritual and
moral values through the spread of various Islamic teachings. Shah
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'Abd Allah al-Shattar, along with his followers, developed an atti-
tude of adaptation and self-adjustment towards local community
rituals and traditions, which were still greatly influenced by Hin-
du teachings and rituals.6 On one hand, this accommodating atti-
tude by the followers of the shattariyyah order made it easier to
encourage non-Muslims to embrace Islamic teachings, and this was
even considered to be the key to the successful development of
lnrrqnh teachings. On the other hand, it also produced a plurality of
tnsnwwuf concepts synchronised with and having much in common
with Hindu concepts and rituals.
Shah 'Abd Allah, as a founder of the Shattariyyah order, set-
tled in Mandu, a village in central India, where he established the
first khnnqnhT for the followers of Shattariyyah. He wrote a reli-
gious text entitled Lnta'if nl-Gnibiyynh, about the fundamental prin-
ciples of Shattariyyah teachings, which are described as the fast-
est way to achieve the highest level of mystical knowledge (Rivzi
1983, II: 153-154). This work was then perfected by two of his
prominent students, Shaikh Mullammad A'la, who was known as
Shaikh Qadr Bengal (Qazan Syattarl), and Shaikh Hafrz Jawnpur.
The latter was noted as a student of Shah 'Abd Allah, who contin-
ued to develop the Shattariyyah genealogy in northern India
through his student, Shaikh Budhdhan. Later, a spiritual student
of Shaikh Budhdhan, whose name was Shaikh Baha' al-Drn, also
wrote a religious text entitled Risalnh Shnnariyynh, which is also
filled with the principles of Shattdriyyah teachings.
It is important to note that while the Shattariyyah silsilnhwas
developing, the names of the two students of Shah ,Abd Allah
mentioned above, that is Shaikh Qadf Bengal and Shaikh Hafizlawn-
pur/ were unknown, especially in the Malay-Indonesia world. The
names that filled the position of caliph of Shattariyyah following
Shal'r 'Abd Allah were Imam Qadr al-Shattan, Shaikh Hidayat A[ah
al-Sarmastl Shaikh Haji Huduri, and Shaikh Muhammad Gauth.s
Among these cahphs, Shaikh Muhammad Gauth (d. 1563 A.D.)
was the Shattariyyah caliph who, through his various composi-
tions, was most successful in establishing the doctrine and teach-
ings of Shattariyyah (Trimingham 1998: 98). He wrote a number
of works containing the fundamentals of Shattariyyah teachings,
among them: Jnwahir nl-Khnmsnh, Kiltd Mnkhzan, Dama'ir, Bnsayir,
and Knnz nl-Tafird. However, it is important to note that among
the works concerning Shattariyyah that appeared in India, only
Jnwahir nl-Khnmsnh was passed on to the following generation of
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Shattariyyah leaders. This text contained a number of important
doctrines and formulations relating to Shattariyyah in the eariy
period of its growth in India. Unfortunately, until recently the
existence of this text was unknown, witir the result that knowl-
edge of its varied content is only found through other sources rn
which it is quoted.e
Shaikh Mul.rammad Gauth was an 'ulnmci 'of Shattdriyyah who
was relatively close to eminent Hindu figures, and thus strength-
ened the relationship with them. He wrote Bnhr nl-Hnyaf, consist-
ing of translations from the Ainritn Kundn, which discusses, amongst
otlrer things, several similarities between Islam, especiaily tnsnzutLf
aspects, and the concepts and rituals of Hinduism. Through this
work Shaikh Mui.rammad Gauth also adopted the techniques and
practices of Yoga as part of the formulation of dhikrlo in the
Shattariyyah order (Rizvi 1983, II: 158-159). Indeed, the tnsnwuf
traditions in India and these practices of Yoga had influenced each
other since the 11tr' century, long before Shattariyyah was devel-
oped in India (Rizvi 7983,I:323).
A discussion about the human organism as micro cosmos (small
world), related to the larger world (macro cosmos) is included in
Bnftr nl-flnyaf. This work also explains the exercises that must be
performed by those who wish to attain one of the objectives of
Yoga, that is, the unity of the external body with the internal soul
(Rizvi 1983,I;335-336). Certain phases must be observed in the
practice of Yoga before attaining perfection, and it is therefore
not surprising that these practices have many similarities with trnrtqnh
practices in the mystical Islamic world (tn;nwwrLfl.In nstnngn-yogn,
for example, there are five elements relaied to the exercises for
the external body (knyn-snmsknrns)'. Ynmn (seIf restraint), Niynmn (loy-
alty / devo ti on), As nnn (sitting in a certain position), P r nnny ntn n (con-
trolling desire), and Prntynhnra (ciosing the five senses) (Pott 7966:
4-s).
There are three elements related to spiritual perfection (cittn-
snmsknrns), following on from the five external stages above: Dhn-
rnnn (concentration of thoughts on one particular focus), Dhynnn
(meditation), and Snmndhi. This final stage consists of a condition
rather difficult to describe with words. A person who is in the
condition of snmndhi experiences a state of bliss. Furthermore, their
consciousness as a human being is lost (sunyn) (Pott 1966: 6). Snmn-
dlti rs snnllar to the concept of fnna in tnsnwwuf , which is the high-
est stage of spiritual attainment for a salik.
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Shaikh Muhammad Gauth was thus considered to be the 'ulnma'
in Shattariyyah most influential in developing the characteristics
and inclinations of the teachings of Shattariyyah order in India,
which was syncretic with Hindu teachings and the practices of Yoga.
Shaikh Muhammad Gauth also wrote Kitab Mi'ra], which teils
the story of his own spiritual experiences. As a result of this work,
which is considered to use too many pantheistic idioms, Shaikh
Muhammad Gauth was accused by many of the Gujarai 'ulnma' of
being extreme, and was considered to be a heretic (Trimingham
7998: 98).
Amongst the most well known students of Shaikh Muhammad
Cauth is Shaikh Wajih al-Dtn 'Alawr (d.1609 A.D.), who lived in
Ahmadabad, India. Shaikh Wajih al-Dln persevered in defending
his teacher against the various accusations from the 'ulnma' in
Gujarat. Along with Shattariyyah, Shaikh Wajih al-Drn also affili-
ated to other tnrrqnhs, such as Kirishtiyyah, Suhrawardiyyah,
Madariyyah, Khalwdtiyyah, Hamadaniyyah, Naqshbandiyyah and
Firdausiyyah (Rizvi 1983, II: 130).
It is important to note that the development of Shattariyyah in
India cannot be separated from the support of the authorities to-
wards the activities of Shaikhs and followers. The prominent fig-
ures in Shattdriyyah were cooperative, and had a close relation-
ship with the sultans who were in power. Several of the followers
of Shattariyyah were active in the state political aciivities. Shah
'Abd al-Shattar dedicated his work, LntA'if nl-Gnibiyynlz, to Sultan
Giyath al-Din Khalji, while Shaikh Muhammad Gauth aiso helped
Sultan Babur to pacify the area of Gwaliyar. Shaikh Muhammad
Cauth's brother, Shaikh Bahlul, maintained a close relationship
with Raja Humayun (Nizami 7999).
The development of the Shattariyyah order began to diminish
after the death of Shaikh Muhammad Gauth and Shaikh Wajih al-
Drn 'Alawr. In the following period, the popularity of Shattdriyyah
was replaced with enthusiasm for Naqshbandiyvah and
Qadiriyyah. However, Shaikh Wajih al-Drn'Alawr apparently "left
behind" a student called Sayyid Sibgat Allah ibn Rrrh AIIah Jamal
al-Barwajr (d. i606 A.D.), who was born in India to Persian par-
ents. Sibgat Allah was a close friend of Fadl Allah al-BurhdnpDrr al-
Hindi (d. 1,620 A.D.), whose work Ttthfnt nl-MtLrsnln'h ila Ruh nl-
Nnbr caused heated discussions in the 'ulnmd' community, and
which caused uproar amongst Malay-Indonesian Muslims from the
early to mid-17r' century (Azra 1994: B5).
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For several years, under the protection of local authorities, Sibgat
Aliah taught the Shattariyyah doctrine in his place of birth, before
finally travelling to Mecca in999 H/1591, A.D. in order to fulfil the
pilgrimage (hnjj). Sibgat Allah then returned to his homeland, and
lived in Ahmadabdd for a year. He also had the opportunity to
visit Bijapur, a sufls centre in India, where he won over Sultan
Ibrahrm 'ndil Shdh, who then helped him to continue his journey
to Mecca in the ftnjj season of 1005 H/7596 A.D. Sibgat Allah felt
more able to develop the Shattariyyah order in Mecca and Medina
(Haramayn). After finishing his fuajj, he decided to stay in Medina,
where he built a house and ribat (a building used by ;ufts for var-
ious activities, including teaching, retreats, dhikir etc), which was
quite possibly a religious donation (wnqfl or gift from the Sultan in
Ahmadabad, Bijapur and the Uthmani officials in Medina (Azra
1994: 85).
Sayyid Sibgat Allah had brought about a new era in the devel-
opment of the Shattariyyah order. This was a good example of
how interaction between different knowledges caused an exchange
of ideas and the transmission of Islamic "small traditions" from
India. Moreover, Sayyid Sibgat Allah, who died in Medina, was a
nomadic 'ulnma ', and played a key role in the dissemination of
Islamic ideas in Haramayn (Azra 1.994: 84). He was then known as
the foremost Shaikh in Shattdriyyah, and considered the person
most responsible for the introduction of lnwahir nl-Khnmsn'h, writ-
ten by Shaikh Muhammad Gauth, to the 'ulnma's in Haramayn.
The scholarly career of Sayyid Sibgat Allah in Haramayn was
not hindered any further. He actively taught in the Nabawl mosque
and in his own ribat. He also wrote a number of works on Islamic
mysticism (tn;nwwufl, theology and exegesis (tnfstr). His students
came from various regions and the most prominent of these, who
then went on to continue developing the Shattariyyah order, were
Ahmad al-Shinawi (1.567 A.D.-.....) and Ahmad al-Qushashr (1583-
1660 A.D.). These two men were largely responsible for the dis-
semination of Sibgat Allah's teachings in Haramayn. The relation-
ship between al-Shinawr and al-Qushasht was unique. Al-Shindwi
was a school friend of al-Qushashr when they studied under Suyy-
id Sibgat Aliah, but al-Shinawr was also a teacher and the father-
in-law of al-Qushashl. He taught al-Qushashr about various areas
of Islamic knowledge, such as findrth, fiqh, knlam and tn;nwwtf. Al-
Shinawr also initiated al-Qushashr as the next caliph of Shattariyyah
(Azra 1994: BB).
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Following the death of al-ShinawL responsibility for the dis-
semination of Shattariyyah in Haramayn was taken on by al-
Qushashr. Thus the integration of the scholarship of al-Qushashi
does not need to be doubted. He was a prolific writer during his
time. He wrote tens of works, in several fields of knowledge, such
as tnsnwwuf, hndtth, fiqh, usul nl-fiqh, and tnfstr. From all of these
works, only nl-Sim1 nl-Mnjtd was published (Azra 7994: BB-89).
Under al-Qushashr, the influence of the Shattariyyah order in
Haramayn was placed on a solid ground. Furthermore, in the hands
of al-Qushasht 
- 
who had already had his path cleared by al-
Shinawr - Shattariyyah experienced a reorientation in terms of its
earlier characteristics, which tended to emphasise mystical aspects,
and became a Silft order that taught a blend of tnsnwwuf and shart'nh,
and became known as neo-Sufism.
Among the prominent features and characteristics of the teach-
ings of neo-Sufism during the period of al-Qushashl and al-Shinawi
was a desire to reconcile the tnsnwwtLf traditions and the tradi-
tions of shart'nh. As shown in a study by Azra (7994), this reconcil-
iation was indeed the most evident tendency of the 'tilnma' in-
volved in the inteliectual network of Haramayn in the 17d'and 1Bd'
centuries. This tendency can be considered to be a reaction to the
long-running conflict between tine sufts (nhl nl-hnqrqnh) and the fiL-
qnhA' @hl al-shnrt'nh). Shattariyyah also instigated a meeting of sev-
eral scholarly traditions, in particular the ftndfth tradition, which
then further strengthened the desire to justify various tnsnwwuf
and trnrtqnh teachings, and to clarify that tnsnwwuf and tnrtqnh do
not have to be considered to be in conflict with the teachings of
the Qur'an and the Sunnah. This reminded the 'ulnmd 'involved in
the 'ulnma'network of Haramayn, including eminent figures in
Shattariyyah, that they played a role in the silsilnh of the hndtth(Azra 1994: 71,0-717).
During the following period, al-Qushasl-rr was also considered
to be responsible for the transmission of neo-Sufism through
Shattdriyyah teachings to various corners of the world, including
Malay-Indonesia, as a result of teaching students from a number
of different areas. The most important students to mention in this
context are Ibrahrm al-KUrant (161,4-7690 A.D.) and Shaikh Abdur-
rauf al-Sinkili (1615-1693 A.D.).11
Although better known as a caliph of the Naqshbandiyyah or-
der, al-K[rdnr played an important role in the dissemination of
Shattariyyah in the Malay-Indonesian region because of his rela-
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tionship with al-Sinkili. Al-KUranr did not pass his caliphate onto
anyone 
-including al-Sinkili- in Shattariyyah, but he was al-Sinkili's
main teacher after the death of al-Qushashr, especially in the area
of knowledge about the various mystic-philosophic doctrines stud-
ied by al-Sinkili.
Al-Sinkili himself 
-who can be considered the most authorita-
tive 'ulnma 'in the dissemination of the Shattariyyah order in the
Malay-Indonesian world- had already clearly demonstrated his
position as a powerlul 'ulnmd', who was able to equate himself
with the important 'ulnma' from the rest of the world. Coming
from an outlaying area of the Muslim World, al-Sinkiii was able to
enter the core 'tLlama'network and win over the majority of the
'ulnma'in Haramayn and then establish himself as a prominent
student (Azra 7994: 198). As will be demonstrated in the follow-
ing discussion, as far as the dissemination of neo-Sufism through
Shattariyyah teachings in Malay-Indonesian is concerned, al-Sinkili
was a key figure, as almost all the silsilnh of Shattariyyah can be
traced to him.
The Shattlriyyah Order
in the Malay-Indonesian World
The early development of the Shattariyyah order in the Malay-
Indonesian world cannot be separated from Abdurrauf al-Sinkili's
return from Haramayn early in the second half of the 17tr' century,
in 1667 A.D., one year after the death of his teacher, al-Qushashr.12
As explained in one of his manuscripts, 'Umdnt nl-Muhtajtn ila Stilnk
Mnslnk nl-Mufrndln, al-Sinkili spent approximately L9 years in Hara-
mayn in order to study various areas of Islamic knowledge, such
as tafsrr, hndtth, fiqh, tnsnwwuf, knlam and so on. He studred these
topics under no fewer than 15 teachers, 27 famous 'ulnma 's, and
prominent mystics, well-known in Jeddah, Mecca, Medina, Mokha,
Bait al-Faqih etc.13 Al-Sinkili's return from Haramayn can be con-
sidered as the early entrance of Shattariyyah into the Malay-Indo-
nesian world. Thus far there have been no works that mention the
arrival of this tnrtqnh earlier.
In Aceh, al-Sinkili soon became a point of interest, both for the
general community and for the palace, due to the depth of his
knowledge. Sultanah Safiyatuddin entrusted him with the posi-
tion of Qadr Malik nl-'Adil, a religious leader with responsibility
over socio-religious issues. Under the patronage of the Sultanah,
al-Sinkili more easily disseminated his religious ideas. Moreover,
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al-Sinkili was also available in Aceh as a moderator in the long-
standing religious conflict between Nuruddin al-Raniri and the
followers of wnhdat nl-wujud or wuiudiyynh doctrine of Hamzah
Fansuri and Shamsuddin al-Sumatrani'
The socio-religious situation in Aceh strongly influenced reli-
gious thoughts and practices, inciuding the formulation of recon-
ciliatory Shattariyyah teachings, which were constantly trying to
unite two conflicting opinions. Amongst the most noticeable ex-
amples of this characteristic of al-sinkili was his personal approach
to the zunftdat nl-wujucl doctrine. Al-sinkili indicated his difference
of opinion in relation to the wujadiyynh doctrine of Hamzah Fan-
suri and al-Sumatrani, which was considered to emphasise the
immanence of God in the world (tnshbth) too strongly, and often
ignored His transcendental nature (tanzth). However, al-Sinkili did
not approve of the attitude of al-Raniri either, who opposed this
teaching through radical means (see Azra 7994: 197, see also
Fathurahman 1.999).
The character of al-Sinkili, as shown in the religious matters
above, indicated that he was a well-mannered and highly respect-
d 'ulnma'. His charisma attracted not only the Acehnese commu-
nity, but also Muslim communities in other areas. This is evident
from the number of students who came to Aceh to study Islamic
knowledge with him.
The most well-known students of al-Sinkili are Shaikh Burha-
nuddin from Ulakan, Pariaman, West Sumatra, and Shaikh Abdul
Muhyi from Pamijahan, Tasikmalaya, West Java. Both these stu-
dents of al-Sinkili continued and developed the silsilnh of
Shattariyyah, and became central figures in several areas. Shaikh
Burhanuddin became the main 'ulamd' out of all the Shattarin/ah
caliphs in west sumatra in the following period, whilst shaikh
Abdut Muhyi became one of the key links in the silsilnh of
Shattariyyah in the West java region in particular, and in Java in
general.la
Al-Sinkili took on several other students from West Sumatra
aside from Shaikh Burhanuddin.ls Several other sources also mention
that al-sinkili had another famous student in the region of se-
menanjung Malaysia, Abdul Malik ibn Abdullah (1678-1736 A'D'),
who was befter known as Tok Pulau Manis from Trengganu''6 Azra
Q99a:271) also mentions the name Tengku Dawud al-Jawi al-Fan-
suri al-Rumi as the student closest to al-sinkili. with an excerpt
from Hasjmi, Azra explains that Dawud al-]awi al-Rumi was al-
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Sinkili's prime caliph in Shattdriyyah. He, together with al-Sinkili,
founded a dnynh, a traditional religious educational institution, in
Aceh. He also wrote a number of works (Azra L994:211').
A more detailed explanation about Tengku Dawud al-Jawi is
offered by Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin. According to him,
when he, aiong with Buya Angku Saiif and two of his students,
made a devotional visit to the grave of Shaikh Abdurrauf al-Sinkili
in Aceh, he was given an explanation from Shaikh Ibrahim, care-
taker of the grave (kuncen), that Tengku Dawud al-Jawi came from
Aceh, specifically from Peunayong. Aside from being his student
in Shattariyyah, because of his beautifui writing, Tengku Dawud
al-]awi was entrusted by al-Sinkili to become his personal secre-
tary, with the duty of being the scribe for the works of al-Sinkili.
As a result of tiris duty, Tengku Dawud al-Jawi was given the
nickname Baba Dawud. The word "Baba" was taken from the
Arabic bab,which means " door" . Thus Tengku Dawud al-]awr was
"the door" to knowledge, whilst his source of knowledge was
Shaikh Abdurrauf al-Sinkili himself (Amin 2002:93-96). After his
death, Tengku Dawud al-]awi was not buried with al-Sinkili in
Kuala, but in his hometown, Peunayong.
Along with Tengku Dawud al-Jawi, al-Sinkili chose another stu-
dent, Shaikh Abdul Wahid, who came from Arabia and who was
adopted by al-Sinkili, to help write down several works. If Tengku
Dawud al-Jawi was unavailable, then Shaikh Abdul Wahid would
take on the responsibilities of being al-Sinkili's secretary. Shaikh
Abdul Wahid was also employed by al-Sinkili to protect and take
care of hrs surnu (traditional Islamic educational institution, simi-
Iar to pesnntren in Java) (Amin 2002: 93). The next student and
caliph of al-Sinkili, according to Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin
(2002:98), was a man whose name is inscribed on his gravestone
as "Orang Kaya MaharajaLela" (d. \702 A.D.).tt Based on hrstor-
ical notes, in the Islamic kingdom of Aceh since the reign of Sultan
Iskandar Muda a position with the title "Orang Kaya Maharaja
Srimaharaja", meaning Prime Minister, existed.18 The writing on
the gravestone mentioned above therefore means that this stu-
dent of al-Sinkiii was an official of the Islamic kingdom of Aceh
during that time.
Apparently, this student also had a close and special relation-
ship with al-Sinkili - his grave is in the sarare gubah (building) as al-
Sinkili's, along with Shaikh Abdul Wahid's, and that of another
person mentioned as Fakih Ibrahim. According to Imam Maulana
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Abdul Manaf Amin, Fakih Ibrahim was a close friend of al-Sinkili
who was sentenced to death by the kingdom because he released
a fntwa opposing the coronation of Safiatuddin as Sultanah in the
kingdom of Aceh. Fakih Ibrahim believed that women fiad ne rioht
to become rulers in an Islamic government (Amin 2002:92).
Next, Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin mentions a student of
al-Sinkili, called Shaikh Da'im ibn Shaikh Abdullah al-Malik al-
Amin, who came from the region of Bugis, South Sulawesi. Ap-
parently, Shaikh Da'im was also a qa{t in the Acehnese kingdom
(Amin 2002:709\.
Considering the scholarly reputation of al-Sinkili, and remem-
bering that he had a relatively long life-span/ up until the end of
the 17tr' century (1693), it is a fair estimation that, apart from the
students of his of whom we are aware, al-Sinkili probably had
many other students that were not documented.In lnilnh Sejnrah
Ringkns Auliynullnh nl-Snli'hin Shnikh Burhnnuddin Ulnknn ynng
Mengembnngkan Agnmn Islnm di Daernh Minnngknbnu, {or exarnple, it
says:
"... at the time it was very crowded with students from the entire land
of Java (Indonesia) who demanded knowledge from al-Sinkili. There were
also those who came from Melayu (Malaysia)..." (Amin 1993:27).
One certainty is that from all the students of al-Sinkili, Shaikh
Burhanuddin and Shaikh Abdul Muhyi were given authority to
continue the silsilah of Shattariyyah, and to develop various teach-
ings, particularly in their homelands 
- 
West Sumatra and West
lava.
According to Muhaimin (2001), it appears that there was an-
other silsilah of Shattariyyah in West Java aside from the one of
Shaikh Abdul Muhyi, one which did not come from the silsilnh of
Shaikh Abdurrauf al-Sinkili. Muhaimin, for example, offers a silsi-
lah that mentions that the caliph after al-Qushasht was Mulla
IbrahTm al-Mu'alla 
- 
possibly meaning Ibrahrm al-Klranr. After that,
the next caliph is Thahir, then Ibrahim, next was Thahir Madani,
then Muhammad Sayyid Madani, and Kyai Asy'ari, and finally
Muhammad Anwaruddin Kriyani (Ki Buyut Kriyan). Unfortunate-
ly, Muhaimin doesn't mention the sources to support the "Cireb-
on version" of the silsilnh.In a different section Muhaimin men-
tions that Shattariyyah was brought to the Malay-Indonesian re-
gion by Shaikh Abdurrauf al-Sinkili, who taught the prominent
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student Shaikh Abdul Muhyi Pamijahan (Muhaimin 2001:339-347).
In most Shattariyyah manuscripts in ]avanese and Sundanese, the
silsilnh that mention him always relate Shaikh Abdul Muhyi to
Abdurrauf al-Sinkili, whilst the names mentioned in the Cirebon
version of the silsilnlt never appear.tn
Abdurrauf al-Sinkili emerges as the central figure in this Ma-
lay-Indonesian context, although he did not diminish the influ-
ence of al-Qushashr. Al-Sinkili himself was strongly influenced by
al-Qushashr, and thus in one of his works, Tnnbth nl-Masht,
Shattariyyah order is also called Qushashiyyah order. The com-
plete title of this work is Tnnbrh al-Masht nl-Mnnsub ila Tnrtq nl-
Qtrshas'ht (Mnnunl for Those Wln Follow the nl-Qushashr Order).
Azra (1994: 209) points out that the name "al-Qushashl", or
"Qushashiyyah", was different from the name of the Shattariyyah
order that had been revived. It was a unique phenomenon in Ma-
lay-Indonesia, as it was probably an effort of al-Sinkili to separate
it from the image of the earlier Shattariyyah order (in particular
the one developed in India, which was often considered to be too
svncretic) and more closely identify this tnrtqnh with al-Qushashl.20
Al-Sinkili was apparently convinced that al-Qushashr 
- 
along
with al-Shinawr in flaramayn - had aiready provided a re-orienta-
tion for Shattariyyah, and it's renewal meant it became an "ortho-
dox tnrrqnh" that could more easily be accepted in various circles,
including those who often opposed the beliefs and rituals of tnrtqnh
(Archer 1937: 90-93\.
The Deaelopment nnd Silsilah
of the Shnnariyynh Order in West Sumntra
Some academics believe that Islam was first introduced to West
Sumatra by Shaikh Burhanuddin (see, amongst others, Arnold 1913:
366; al-Attas 1.969:11). According to Arnoid and al-Attas, Shaikh
Burhanuddin, as well as being a student of Shaikh Abdurrauf al-
Sinkili, was a student of 'Abd Allah 'Arif, an Arabic nomad who
brought Islam to North Sumatra in approximately 506 H/7772 A.D.
However, as argued by Azra (1988: 12), this opinion is difficult to
accept, not only because there is no historical data to support it,
but also because Shaikh Burhanuddin is thought to have iived from
the mid 17tr'century until the early 18tl'century, a period quite
different from that of Shaikh 'Abd Allah 'Arif (Daya 1990: 35).
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Other sources argue that Islam arrived in West Sumatra in the
first century Hijriyah (7t1' and Btr'centuries A.D), well before the
birth of Shaikh Burhanuddin, by means of unknown Muslim trad-
ers, and that Shaikh Burhanuddin was "only" a prominent preach-
er in the seventeenth century, not the person responsible for the
emergence of Islam in West Java (Boestami et al, 1981: 3).
It is important to note that the name Shaikh Burhanuddin ap-
pears to refer not only to the prominent 'ulnma 'of Shattariyyah,
who was a student of Shaikh Abdurrauf al-Sinkili and who later
became the central figure in Ulakan. According to Mahmud Yunus
(1979:20-21), in West Sumatra there were at least two people called
Shaikh Burhanuddin; the first is considered to be the first person
to bring Islam to the area. Early on he taught at Batu Hampar,
then he moved to Kumpulan, near Bonjol, later teaching again at
Ulakan, Pariaman and finally settling at Kuntu, Kampar Kiri, until
his death in approximately 1411 A.D. He was known as Shaikh
Burhanuddin Kuntu (see also Abdulah 1999:36-37).
Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin notes in Risalnt Mtzan nI-
QnIb that Shaikh Burhanuddin was in fact a merchant who arrived
with a group of traders in 814 H/1'411' A.D. From early on he
developed Islam in the Siak area, before settling in Kuntu, Kam-
par Kiri, where he taught until his death in 839 H/1435 A.D., and
is thus known as Shaikh Burhanuddin Kuntu. His proselytizing
apparently reached Indragiri, Riau, and he also preached at the
Pagaruyung palace (Amin 1989:1'53-154). However, according to
information in several manuscripts, the dates provided by lmam
Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin are often far earlier than those given
by other historians. It is important to note in this instance that
Islam had already spread to Minangkabau in around the early fif-
teenth century.
The second person with the name Shaikh Burhanuddin was a
Minangkab au 'ulnmd ', who later became an eminent Shattariyyah
caliph in Ulakan, Pariaman, and thus went by the name Shaikh
Burhanuddin Ulakan. The work Inilnh Sejarnh Ringkns... states that
when he was young, Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan, who is believed
to have been born in approximately 1056 H/1646 A'D', was known
as Pono. He was born in Priangan, Padang Panjang, believed to be
the original Minangkabau area, before moving to Sintuk, Lubuk
Alung, Pariaman, with his family. His father, Pampak, was of Koto
descent, whereas his mother, Nili, was a Guci. Before studying
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under Shaikh Abdurrauf al-Sinkili in Aceh, Pono apparently stud-
ied under Shaikh 'Abd Allah'Arif in the village of Tapakis. Shaikh
'Abd Allah 'Arif was an Arabic nomad who was also a student of
Shaikh Ahmad al-Qushashr in Medina, and as a result was known
as Shaikh Madinah (Amin 1993:1.0; Hamka I974:1.49; see also Daya
7990:179). After Shaikh 'Abd Allah 'Arif passed away, Pono, in
accordance with his teacher's suggestion, left for Aceh to study
with Shaikh Abdurrauf al-Sinkili. From al-Sinkili Pono took his
new name, Burhanuddin (Amin 1993:1.9).
Local sources depict a special relationship between Burhanud-
din Ulakan and al-Sinkili. Burhanuddin was loyal and respectful
towards al-sinkili in exactly the same way that al-Sinkiii was loyal
towards his teacher, al-Qushashl:
"the behaviour and courtesy of Burhanuddin towards his teacher Shaikh
Abdurrauf in his pursuit of knowledge was no different from the behav-
iour of Shaikh Abdurrauf towards his teacher, Shaikh Ahmad al-Qushashl.
This behaviour was carried from the house to the classroom, and then
into the mosque. Aside from supporting his teacher, Burhanuddin also
tended to Shaikh Abdurrauf's cattle and goats everyday, and dug fish
ponds around the mosque..." (Amin 1993; Ronkel 1914).
It is not clear how long Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan studied
under Shaikh Abdurrauf al-Sinkili. Several sources mention that
Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan studied in Aceh for 13 years.z2 How-
ever, local sources indicate that he studied there for 30 years.23
Thus, it is not easy to confirm which is closest to the correct
frgure, particularly because several dates mentioned in the local
documents do not agree with other historical sources. lnilnh Se-
jarnh Ringkns..., tells the story of the arrival of Shaikh Burhanud-
din and four of his friends:
"...after a safe journey they arrived in Sinkil. After arriving in Sinkii
they received information that Shaikh Abdurrauf was already teaching in
Sinkil and had been for a year, that is, from the year L039 H..."(Amin
1993 79).
The above excerpt indicates that al-Sinkili returned from Hara-
mayn in 1039 H/1629 A.D., although other sources mention that
he returned in1072H /166I A.D., one year after the death of his
teacher al-Qushashi (Rinkes 1909; Voorhoeve L9B0; Azra 7994).It
is also doubtful that Shaikh Burhanuddin returned to Minangka-
bau in 1,070 H/7659 A.D. (Amin 1993: 37). This information can
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clearly be questioned if it is confirmed that al-Sinkili returned in
1.072H/1.661 A.D., as mentioned above.
In fact, if we disregard the mention of the year 1039 H/1629
A.D. in the extract above, and instead pay attention to the sen-
tence ". ..they receiaed informntion thnt Shnikh Abdttrrmtf wns nlrendy
teaching in Sinkil nnd hnd been for a year... ", then - assuming that al-
Sinkili arrived in Aceh from Haramayn in 7072 H/1,661 A.D. 
-
Shaikh Burhanuddin started studying with al-Sinkili in 1,073 H/
7662 A.D.. We should probably take into account that Burhanud-
din Daya mentions that Shaikh Burhanuddin founded his first surnu
in 1680 A.D. (Daya 1.990: 79). This leaves a stretch of 18 years from
Shaikh Burhanuddin's departure to Aceh. As mentioned previ-
ously, it is not easy to verify the exact time period that Shaikh
Burhanuddin studied with al-Sinkili, but we can make a good es-
timate that it was for less than 30 years.
Although there are a few uncertainties in the story of his life
and education, it is undoubtable that Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan
played an central role in the process of Islamisation in Minangka-
bau. Soon after returning to his birthplace, Shaikh Burhanuddin
founded the Shattariyyah urrnu, a traditional ribat educational in-
stitution, in Tanjung Medan, which soon became famous as one
of, if not the only, centre of Islamic knowledge in the region.2a
This sttrnu of Shaikh Burhanuddin was originally named " Surmt
Batang jelatang" and is nowadays known as " Srffnu Gadang" (Yafas
et aI.1984:129\.
Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan's students came from all over the
region. Many of them became caliphs of Shattariyyah, and spread
its teachings in a number of viliages where they established their
own surnus.
Amongst Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan's students were four
people with whom he had become friends whilst studying under
Shaikh Abdurrauf al-Sinkili in Aceh. When Shaikh Burhanuddin
was given permission by al-Sinkili to return home, his four friends
also asked for permission from al-Sinkili to accompany Shaikh
Burhanuddin. Al-Sinkiii denied them permission because they were
not yet considered to have "graduated", and had yet to finish
their studies. However, the four friends insisted on leaving, and
they departed without receiving the blessings of al-Sinkili.
Next, these four friends of Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan tried
to disseminate Islamic teachings to people in various villages: Datuk
Maruhun Panjang tried in Padang Canting Batusangkar, Shaikh
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Tarapang in Kubung Tiga Belas Solok, Shaikh Mutanasir in Koto
Tangah Padang, and Shaikh Buyung Muda in Bayang Pulut-pulut
Bandar Sepuluh. They were not welcomed in the manner in which
they should have been as murshid, and they were in fact hated by
a large proportion of the communities. In Inilah Sejnrnh Ringkns.. .,
it says:
"...before they had completed their studies they returned home and
then tried to spread Islam in their respective villages. They did not like to
be accompanied, so most people hated listening to what they had to say,
and hated the sight of them..." (Amin 1993:54; see also Amin, Sejnrah
Ringkns Sltaiklt Surau Baru, p.73 ).
At the same time, these four people, witnessed Shaikh Burha-
nuddin Ulakan got a large and respectable reception from the com-
munity at Tanjung Medan and from several other communities in
Minangkabau:
"it was crowded with people who kept coming from villages through-
out Minangkabau. It was not just young people who came, there were
also older people and women..."(Amin 1993: 53-54).
The four friends of Shaikh Burhanuddin eventually decided to
return to Aceh in order to complete their studies with Shaikh
Abdurrauf al-Sinkili. However, on arrival in Aceh, al-Sinkili asked
that they continue their studies as students of Shaikh Burhanud-
din at SurntL Tanjung Medan. Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan then
received them as students and also as assistants to teach the
Shattariyyah style of Islam (Amin, Sejnrnh Ringkns, p. 15).
Because Shaikh Burhanuddin was already there, these four
friends did not stay in Tanjung Medan, but were given a separate
place to stay and teach. This place became known as Ulakan, and
was where Shaikh Burhanuddin was buried in 1111 H/1,699 A.D.,
a few years after the death of Shaikh Abdurrauf al-Sinkiii in Aceh
(Abdullah 1980: 57).
Due to his important role in teaching Islam, Shaikh Burhanud-
din Ulakan was widely considered to be the most important 'ulnma'
in Minangkabau towards the end of the seventeenth century Al-
most all the 'ulnma 'in Minangkabau, including those of different
opinions, those who chose a different Tnrtqnh from Shattariyyah,
and those from subsequent generations, all studied under Shaikh
Burhanuddin.
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Amongst Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan's students was an 'ulama'
in Padang Darat calied Tuanku Nan Tuo Mansiangan. He was a
teacher of Tuanku Nan Tuo in Cangking, Ampek Angkek, who
chose to develop Naqshbandiyyah and became a rival of
Shattariyyah in Ulakan.2s As far as the history of Islam in Mi-
nangkabau is concerned, "Tnreknt Ulnknn" (Shattariyyah) and
"Tnrekat Cnngking" (Naqshbandiyyah) were involved in violent
conflict, vehement enough to give the impression that there were
two types of Islam in Minangkabau: "Islam Ulakan" and "Islam
Cangking".26 However, whatever the background of this conflict,
both sides developed from the knowledge provided by Shaikh
Burhanuddin.
Although Tuanku Nan Tuo chose to develop Naqshbandiyyah
in Cangking, he, along with other 'LLlnmct 'from Shattariyyah, was
active in campaigning for a reconciliation between the teachings
of tnpnwwuf and shnrr'nh. As a result of his stLrnu in Cangking, Am-
pat Angkat, Tuanku Nan Tuo became famous as an 'ulnma' of tnsnw'
wttf and shnrt'nh. Due to his expertise in these two aspects of Islam,
Tuanku Nan Tuo is described in Hiknynt lnlnluddin as "St,LItnn AIim
Auliya Allnh" , who became a leader for all of Minangkabau 'ulnmd's
affiliated to nhl nl-sunnahwn al-jnma'nh.27 Furthermore, Tuanku Nan
Tuo's struggle was continued by one of his students, Fakih Shagir
Jalaluddin, who wrote the text Hiknynt lnlnluddin.
Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan's Islamic teachings, through his
gufi order, Shattariyyah, appeared to be easily received by a large
section of Minangkabau society. This is highly possible because
the preaching of Sufism emphasised the importance of spiritual
purification (tnhdhtb nl-nnfs), rather than focusing on the practices
and rituals of shnrt'nh. Therefore, in regions where Sufism emerged
it was not usually strongly rejected by the communities.2s Further-
more, in Sufi orders like Shattariyyah, there are silsilnh traditions
reaching back to the Prophet Muhammad, with various teachings
believed to have been passed down through a succession of trust-
worthy students and teachers.
In West Sumatra during this time-in the same manner as with
$ufr order in other regions-silsilah binds became just one of the
conditions if someone wished to be acknowledged as a murshid.
Other conditions included: being given permission (ijaznh) by their
caliphs, obedience towards Allah in both the internal and external
aspects of life, as well as patience and diligence in reciting the
Qur'an.30 Thts silsilah linking members of the Shattariyyah order in
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West Sumatra with their teachers, right back to the Prophet, teas-
sured people that the Islamic teachings of Shaikh Burhanuddin
were authentic. People in Minangkabau were convinced thai be-
cause Shattariyyah came from the Prophet, to deny it would be to
deny the Prophet himself (Daya 1'990:177).
The development of Shattariyyah in West Sumatra needs to be
considered in relation to the srffttrt, which played an important
role in the process of transmitting Islamic knowledge.3l Shaikh
Burhanuddin-and the caliphs who came after him-made use of
the local surnu rnstitutions, which functioned as a place to stay for
young men from Minangkabau who had come of age' These surstt
institutions were built away from their family homes, which in
turn became place for women and children to live (Dobbin 1992:
142). Although they no longer function as centres of Islamic knowl-
edge as they did during the period of their development, hun-
dreds of stLrnu can still be found in West Sumatra' A large number
of religious books, both handwritten manuscripts and printed cop-
ies, can be found there, particulariy at the old sttntt that were the
foundation of tnrlqnh.
The caliphs of Shattariyyah that came from these suratrs, start-
ing with Shaikh Burhanuddin Uiakan and followed by his stu-
dents from throughout West Sumatra, developed a network of
teachers and students who created a complex interreiationship of
knowledge, involving many local 'ulnmd'. I have tried to recon-
struct the silsilnh of Shattariyyah in West Sumatra based on sever-
al manuscript and lists of th.re silsilnh written by local 'ulnma'.It is
important for me to point out that unfortunately a large number
of the sources do not mention the year of life of the names of the
'ulnma', and it is thus quite difficult to test the validity of these
student-teacher relationships.
There were many caliphs of Shattariyyah after Shaikh Burha-
nuddin Ulakan, and it is thus not surprising that the silsilnh devel-
oped by various different means. As well as this, local sources
refer to several consecutive caliphs that are quite different from
one another (Yafas et al. 1984:130). Several of the caliphs of Shaikh
Burhanuddin Ulakan-as mentioned in the text Mtfunlligul Islnm
(p.216-218)-continued in his style of leadership at the Surnu Tan-
jung Medan in Ulakan. They were:
1. Shaikh Abdurrahman as the first caliph, then followed in suc-
cession by:
2. Shaikh Khairuddin;
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3. Shaikh Jalaluddin;
4. Shaikh Idris, who was also a ciose friend of Shaikh Burhanud-
din himself when studying with Shaikh Madinah in Air Sirah
Tapakis;
5. Shaikh Abdul Muhsin, also known as Tuanku Tapi pasang who
lived in Surnu Tangah Padang;
6. Shaikh Habibullah. During this period in Tanjung Medan Ula-
kan there were three caliphs who became leaders at SurntL Tan-
jung Medan, namely Shaikh Habibullah; Shaikh Khalidin, who
was known as Tuanku nan Hitam; and Tuanku Fakih Mansur.
These three 'ulnma'were direct students of Shaikh Abdul Muh-
sin;
7. Shaikh Ahmad Qasjm;
B. Tuanku Tibaru nan Tuo;
9. Shaikh Abdul Jalil, grandson of Tuanku Tibaru nan Tuo.
The selection and sequence of the caliphs of Shaikh Burhanud-
din Ulakan above is slightly different from the list given in a small
book titled PettLnjt& Zinroh ke Mnqnm shnikh Bttrhnnuddin Lllnknn
(CtLide to the Pilgrimnge to Shnikh Burhanuddin Lllnknn's Graae), com-
piled by Yayasan Raudhatui Hikmah Jakarta. The book-which
aiso contains information about the ieadership period of various
caliphs-presents the Shaikh Burhanuddin caliphate leadership in
Ulakan as:
1. Shaikh Muhammad Idris bin Salim, a caliph from7699 A.D. until
1774 A.D.;
2. Shaikh Abdurrahman bin Abdurrahim (I7I4 A.D.- 1724 A.D.);
3. Shaikh Kaharuddin (1724 A.D.-1733 A.D.) (written as Shaikh
Khairuddin in the list above);
4. Shaikh Jalaluddin (1733 A.D.- 7748 A.D.);
5. Shaikh Abdul Muhsin Tuanku Faqih (1748 A.D.- 1766 A.D.);
6. Shaikh Abdul Hasan bin Husin (1766 A.D.- 1780 A.D.);
7. Shaikh Khaliluddin bin Khalid (1780 A.D"- 1796 A.D.);
B. Shaikh Habibullah bin Alif (1796 A.D.- 1815 A.D.);
9. Shaikh Tuanku Qusha'i (1815 A.D.- 1832 A.D.)
10.Shaikh Tuanku ]a'far bin Muhammad (1S32 A.D.-1863 A.D.),
il.Shaikh Tuanku Muhammad Sani (1363 A.D.-1893 A.D.);
12.Shaikh Tuanku Busai (1893 A.D.-1.948 A.O.),
13.Shaikh Tuanku Barmawi (from 1948 A.D.).
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Aside from the sources above, there is also a list of followers
of Shattariyyah in West Sumatra compiled by three 'ulnma's of
Shattariyyah: Buya Mata Air Pakandangan, Buya Angku Pakan-
dangan and Buya Tapakis. In this iist it becomes clear that amougst
the students of Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan credited with the de-
velopment of Shattariyyah in West Sumatra are four caliphs: Shaikh
Janggut hitam Lubuk Ipuh, Shaikh Abdurrahman Ulakan, Shaikh
Kapih-Kapih Paninjauan Padang Panjang, and Shaikh Mula Ibra-
him Lunang Pesisir Selatan.32
Thanks to the first caliph mentioned above, Shaikh Janggut
Hitam, another caliph of Shattariyyah called Shaikh Abdurrahman
Lubuk Ipuh emerged, and halted the relay of the caliphate with
Shaikh Malalo Lima Puluh.33 Starting from Shaikh Malalo Lima
Puluh, the silsilnh of Shattariyyah became complex with the opin-
ions of, amongst others, four caliphs called Shaikh Mata Air Pa-
kandangan, Shaikh Balindung Pilubang, Shaikh Cubadak Air Par-
iaman, and Shaikh Aluma Koto Tuo Bukit Tinggi.
The first student of Shaikh Malalo Lima Puluh, Shaikh Mata Air
Pakandangan, taught a student called Shaikh Kamumuwan, a teach-
er of Buya Angku Pakandangan, one of the 'ulnmii'that compiled
this list. Shaikh Malalo Lima Puiuh's second student, Shaikh Bal-
indung Pilubang, also produced a caliph called Shaikh Talang Koto
Bangku, who in turn taught Shaikh Kubung Sungai Ranti. In one
of the copies of the silsilnh that is different to this one, the relation-
ship between Shaikh Talang Koto Bangku and Shaikh Kubung Su-
ngai Ranti is not a student-teacher relationship, instead they were
said to be friends who were both taught by Shaikh Balindung Pi-
lubang. This is a possibility, as it was not uncommon for friends to
be taught at the one institution. Shaikh Malalo's third student,
Shaikh Cubadak Air Pariaman, is not known to have chosen a re-
placement caliph.
Shaikh Malalo's fourth student, Shaikh Aluma Koto Tuo Bukit
Tinggi, also played an important role in the development of
Shattariyyah in West Sumatra. He was the caliph considered re-
sponsible for the area of Koto Tuo Bukit Tinggi becoming one of
the most important centres of Shattariyyah in West Sumatra. The
known students of Shaikh Aluma Koto Tuo include Shaikh H. is-
mail Kiambang (d. 7965), Buya Angku Panjang Sungai Sarik, Ang-
ku Paingan Sungai Limo, and Angku Talawi. As well as studying
at the same institution, Shaikh H. Ismail Kiambang and Angku
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Talawu had a family connection, as Angku Talawi married Shaikh
H. Ismail Kiambang's daughter.
In the early 1950s Angku Talawi was asked by followers of
Shattariyyah in Batang Kabung to help teach at several of their
suraus. At the time Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin was teach-
ing at Batang Kabung and surrounding suraus. Around the time of
the general election in 1955-when various parties were campaign-
ing incessantly in order to build support-tension emerged be-
tween students of Angku Talawi and students of Imam Maulana
Abdul Manaf Amin as a result of their choosing different parties
(Amin 2002: 47-57).34 Angku Talawi joined the Partai Islam Indo-
nesia (Pll-Indonesian Islamic Party), whilst Imam Maulana Ab-
dul Manaf Amin became a member of the opposing PERTI. Aside
from the issues resulting from them choosing different parties,
the tension was also apparently because Imam Maulana Abdul
Manaf Amin would not accept the accusation by Angku Talawi
that he was a Muhammadiyah (one of the biggest Islamic organi-
sations in Indonesia) supporter, even though his father was one of
the leaders of the group.
Shaikh H. Ismail Kiambang, aside from being a student of Shaikh
Aluma Koto Tuo, also studied Sufism under Tuanku Bintungan
Tinggi. Amongst the students of Shaikh H. Ismail Kiambang was
Buya Abdurrazak Mata Air Pakandangan, one of the compilers of
the silsiln'h, Buya Surau Yubadak Sungai Asam, and Tuanku Ali
Umar Kiambang. The latter is an'alim who developed Shattariyyah
in the Bungus region.
Buya Abdurcazak Mata Air Pakandangan had a son called Haji
Tuanku Sinaro Paneh Pakandangan who later * along with Buya
Ansaruddin 
- 
became a leader of the Pesantren Darul Ulum Kam-
pung Panas Pakandangan, Kecamatan 2 x 11 Enam Lingkung Kabu-
paten Padang Pariaman (Viviani 1990/1.991). Although his father
had already attained the position of a Shattariyyah caliph, Haji
Tuanku Sinaro decided to study Sufism under a different teacher,
Tuanku Haii Musa (a student of Shaikh Aluma Koto Tuo), at Surnu
Kabun Tapakis Ulakan. At the Pesantren Darul Ulum where he
was a leader, Haji Tuanku Sinaro also had several students, in-
cluding Tuanku Basril Pakih Batuah and Akhalis Malin Saidi, who
in around 1989 began to expand Shattariyyah in Kenegerian Suri-
an, Pantai Cermin, Solok (Amiruddin 1994:58-59).
Another student of Shaikh Koto Tuo Bukit Tinggi, called Ang-
ku Panjang Sungai Sarik, oversaw the emergence of two caliphs,
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Buya Tapakis, one of the authors of this silsilnh, and Buya Angku
Sidi Batang Cino. Thus the silsilnh of the Shattariyyah caliphate in
West Sumatra occurred by means of a caliph of Shaikh Burhanud-
din Ulakan, known as Shaikh Janggut Hitam Lubuk Ipuh.
The silsilnh of Shattariyyah via another caliphate of Shaikh Burha-
nuddin Ulakan is no less complex. Shaikh Abdurrahman Ulakan, for
example, produced two caliphs, Shaikh Abdul Muhsin Ulakan and
Shaikh Sultan al-Kisai ibn Habibullah Ulakan. Later, Shaikh Sultan al-
Kisai ibn Habibullah Ulakan played an important role in the dissem-
ination of Shattariyyah in West Sumatra, as several of his students
developed Shattariyyah in various corners of Minangkabau.
According to the texts consulted, Shaikh Sultan al-Kisai ibn
Habibullah Ulakan had at least five eminent students: the first
was Shaikh Abdul Wahab Calu Sijunjung, the teacher of Shaikh
Supayang Solok. In the text Risalnt Mrzan nl-Qnlb,Imam Maulana
Abdul Manaf Amin provides some information about the identity
of Shaikh Abdul Wahab Calu Sijunjung. He apparently came from
the Awur region, and as well as being a student of Shaikh Sulian
al-Kisai ibn Habibullah Ulakan was also at one stage a student of
Shaikh Abdul Muhsin Ulakan, the teacher of Shaikh Sultan al-Ki-
sai ibn Habibullah Ulakan himself. On completion of his studies,
Shaikh Abdul Wahab was assigned a task by his teacher to devel-
op Shaf{ariyyah in Desa Calu, Sijunjung, and is recognized as An-
gku Shaikh Caiu, or Inyak Calu. Shaikh Abdul Wahab died and
was buried in Calu. His grave is still often visited, particulariy by
groups of followers of Shattariyyah from throughout Minangka-
bau (Amin 1.989:70-77).
Shaikh Sultan al-Kisai ibn Habibullah Ulakan's second student
was Shaikh Talawi Padang Ganting, who then produced two im-
portant students: Angku Koto Tujoh and Angku Ampalu Tinggi.
Angku Koto Tujuh handed down the Shattariyyah caliphate io
Angku Lubuk Puar.
Angku Ampalu Tinggi-whose original name was Shaikh Haji
Ibrahim-produced no fewer that four prominent students: Buya
Sasak, Angku Sidi Talawi Sampan, Buya Angku Salif Kiramat, and
Shaikh Muhammad Nur, who was known as Shaikh Tuanku Ka-
lumbuk (7894-7979 A.D.).* Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin is
also reported to have studied under Shaikh Haji Ibrahim in the
early 1940s, when Shaikh Haji Ibrahim was teaching in Batang
Kabung, before he came a caliph of Shattariyyah in Ampalu Tinggi
(Amin 2002:3\.It is important to note that in around 1955, thanks
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to a request from Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin and the bless-
ings of Angku Ampalu Tinggi, Buya Angku Salif 
- 
often called
Tuanku Sutan Guru Besar 
- 
who was teaching at SurntL Batang
Kabung, became an 'ulnma 'of Shattariyyah in the aforementioned
area, and in 1966 founded the PERTI school with Imam Maulana
Abdul Manaf Amin (Amin 2002: 45-47).
Whilst on the subject of Shaikh Sultan al-Kisai ibn Habibullah
Ulakan, it is important to point out that in Sejnrnh Ringkas Shnikh
Pnsebnn nl-Shnttnri (A Short History of Shnikh Pnsebnn nl-Shnttnri) (p.
5), written by Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin, Shaikh Paseban (an
eminent figure in Shattariyyah from Koto Panjang, Koto Tangah,
Padang, who was teacher of Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin)
is mentioned as first studying Shattariyyah from a teacher called
Shaikh Habibullah, the sixth caliph of Shaikh Burhanuddin Ula-
kan.
Based on the available data and the inclusion of "Habibullah"
in the surname of Shaikh Sultan al-Kisai above, I assume that the
Shaikh Habibullah who became the teacher of Shaikh Paseban was
a descendant of Shaikh Sultan al-Kisai ibn Habibullah Ulakan.36
Aside from studying under Shaikh Habibullah, Shaikh Paseban
(d. 1356 H/7937 A.D.) also studied, though only briefly, under
Shaikh Malalo Lima Puluh, whose silsilnh is noted below. Shaikh
Paseban did not received his ijaznh to teach Shattariyyah from these
two teachers, but from his next teacher, Angku Shaikh Padang
Canting, the teacher of Angku Surau Gadang Pakadangan (Amin
2007: 7-9).
Shaikh Paseban is known to have had several students who
took their oath from him, such as Angku Fakih Lutan and Angku
Inyik Adam from Koto Tangah, Angku Haji Abdul Majid from
Paseban, Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin from Batang Kabung,
Angku Qadi Talang from Solok, Angku Shaikh Datuk from Lu-
mindai, Angku Surau Gadang from Tanjung Medan Ulakan, Ang-
ku Ibrahim from Mudik Padang, and others (Amin 2001: 45).
Amongst the students mentioned, three were appointed as caliphs,
namely Angku Fakih Lutan, Angku Inyik Adam, and Angku Haji
Abdul Majid.3'ZImam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin explains in his
autobiography that apart from being his classmate, Angku Fakih
Lutan was also his teacher, especially in the field of Qira'nh (reci-
tation of the Qur'an). Apart from studying under Fakih Lutan,
Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin also claims to have studied
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under a female teacher, Sari Makkah, for six months in Muara Pen-
jalinan (Amin 2002: 2).38
Shaikh Sultan al-Kisai ibn Habibullah Ulakan's third student
was Shaikh Surau Panjang Kaman Gadang, his fourth student was
Shaikh Joro Limo Purut, and his fifth student was Shaikh Muham-
mad Sani Tanjung Medan. Shaikh Sultan al-Kisai ibn Habibullah
Ulakan's fifth student in turn produced three emi.nent students,
Shaikh Surau Gadang Koto Tinggi, Shaikh Bintungan Tinggi, and
Shaikh Kapalu Koto.
On account of Shaikh Bintungan Tinggi, Shattariyyah was also
disseminated in the area of Bungus Taluk Kabung from the end of
the 19tr' century because one of his students, Tuanku Khatib Sim-
pang Tigo (d. 1961) came from this region, from Koto Hilalang,
Bungus to be exact. Therefore, Tuanku Khatib Simpang Tigo is
noted for developing Shattariyyah in Bungus, along with Tuanku
Ali Umar Kiambang. Apart from being a student of Shaikh Bin-
tungan Tinggi in Pariaman, Tuanku Khatib Simpang Tigo also stud-
ied in Sumpur Malalo Padang Panjang.
In Bungus, Tuanku Khatib Simpang Tigo also produced two
caliphs of Shattariyyah, Tuanku M. Husin and Tuanku Khatib Tam-
ar, along with several other students who were not allowed to
take the title of "cabph" , such as Buya Malin Putih, Buya Mamad,
Imam Burhan, Angku Khariman, and Tuanku Siaruddin. Although
they never took the title of caliph, these students played an im-
portant role in the development of Shattariyyah because they
owned surnu rn various regions (Firdaus et a|.1.999/2000: 20-31).
This is how the silsilnh of Shattariyyah took place via Shaikh Ab-
durrahman Ulakan.
In the silsilnh of Shaikh Kapih-Kapih Paninjauan Padang Pan-
jang four students are known: Shaikh Pamansiangan Koto Lawas,
who also had a student called Shaikh Usman from Panyalaian,
Lubuk Puar Pariaman who spread Shattariyyah in Ampalu Tinggi,
Padang Pariaman (Nur 1995: 4); Shaikh Nan Tuo Koto Tuo, a
Shattariyyah 'ulnma'who was known as an expert in the field of
nnhw (Arabic grammar); Tuanku di Lembah; and Tuanku di Puar.3e
In the silsilah of Shaikh Mula Ibrahim Lunang Pesisir Selatan, none
of the students listed in the silsilnh of Buya Mata Air Pakandangan
and the two other 'ulnmd'are mentioned. A local source indicates
that an 'ctlim other than Shaikh Mula Ibrahim developed Shat-
tariyyah in the Pesisir Selatan region. Hermarosrita (7994: 45-46)
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notes that in Dusun Lereng Bukit, Shattariyyah flourished thanks
to Tuanku Labai Kunud, who once studied under Sidi jaul in Ba-
tang Kabung. Sidi jaul is purportedly a direct student of Shaikh
Burhanuddin Ulakan. From Tuanku Labai Kunud, the silsilnh of
Shattariyyah is linked to Baharuddin Imam Mandaro, then Imam
Suar, and finaliy with Khatib Nusi.
Aside from being passed down via the four students of Shaikh
Burhanuddin Ulakan as mentioned in the genealogy above, the
Shattariyyah order was also developed in West Sumatra by four
students of Shaikh Burhanuddin who became friends when they
studied with Shaikh Abdurrauf al-Sinkili in Aceh. These students
were Datuk Maruhun Panjang from Padang Ganting Batusangkar;
Shaikh Tarapang from Kubung Tiga Belas Solok; Shaikh Mutana-
sir from Koto Tangah Padang; and Shaikh Buyung Muda from
Bayang Pulr.-rt-Fulut Bandar Sepuluh.
Unfortunately, there is little information in any manuscripts
relating to the silsilnh of Shattariyyah through these four students'
We do know, however, that Shaikh Mutanasir, after returning to
his village in Koto Panjang, Koto Tangah, Padang, was known as
Shaikh Surau Baru, due to his building the first surnu in this area
(Amin, Sejnrnh Ringkns, p. 16) He was very productive in spread-
ing Islam in Koto Tangah, Pauh, Lubuk Bagalung, and Padang.
Shaikh Surau Baru owned a large collection of manuscripts and
proportion of these manuscripts were copied by Imam Maulana
Abdul Manaf Amin, a Shattariyyah teacher who was a prolific
writer and copied many books by hand.
One of Shaikh Surau Baru's students was Fakih Muda from
Kampung iambak Koto Panjang, Koto Tengah. After finishing his
studies under Shaikh Surau Baru, Fakih Muda oversaw the devel-
opment of Shattariyyah in the Pauh region, more precisely in Ka-
mpung Gua Balimbing Pauh Sembilan, in Negeri Nan Dua Puluh
(Lubuk Bagalung), and in the town of Padang.
Apart from being known as a teacher of Shattariyyah, Fakih
Muda is also renowned as a leader of a resistance movement against
Dutch colonisers in Pauh in the early 1B'r'century that eventually
resulted in his death. At the time Fakih Muda was assisted by
three friends, Datuk Rajo Basari from the Caniago tribe, Kampung
Kurung Gadang; Datuk Raja Putih from the Malayu tribe, Pauh
Lima; and Datuk Rajo Bugaga from the ]ambak tribe, Kampung
Kuranji.ao
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The activities of Fakih Muda whilst he was a leader in the strug-
gle against Dutch colonialism eventually resulted in the arrest ol
Shaikh Surau Baru by the Dutch colonial government. They rea-
soned that his arrest would result in his militant students, such as
Fakih Muda, putting themselves at risk. Initially Shaikh Surau Baru
was detained in Muara Penjalinan, before eventualiy being moved
to a Dutch jail in Padang, where he died (Amin, Sejnrnh Ringkns:
pp. a7-a$.
Anotl-rer student of Shaikh Surau Baru called Shaikh Bawah
Asam also became a caliph of Shattariyyah. Apparently, around
the time of his death Shaikh Bawah Asam indicated that Shaikh
Paseban al-Syattari should become a caliph of Shattariyyah. How-
ever, because Shaikh Paseban was still very young, only around 4
years old, the caliphate was instead given to Angku Mirad (Amin
2007:24).
Shaikh Paseban was given his ijaznh of Shattariyyah by Angku
Shaikh Padang Ganting. Despite of this, Shaikh Paseban had a huge
respect for Shaikh Bawah Asam and his teacher, Shaikh Surau Baru,
and thus maintained a routine of devotional visits to both their
graves in Batusingka.
Thus, via a complex series of student-teacher relationships (see
chart of silsilnh), the Shattariyyah order was spread to various cor-
ners of West Sumatra, and was then further developed with the
emergence of hundreds, or possibiy thousands, of surnu as the
foundation of studying Islam, in particular Sufism. I am sure that
the names recorded in the above silsilnh only constitute a small
part of the total number of students and teachers, as it is more a
bibliography and "only" the basis for manuscripts. The
Shattariyyah order has now developed further, and thus the teach-
er-student relationships are even more complex. Several research
papers prepared by academics at IAIN Imam Bonjol Padang, in-
cluding Arief (1982/1983), Yafas (1.990), Bakry (2000) etc., often
contain the names of current Shattariyyah teachers in particular
areas that have become objects of study. However, the silsila'h is
rarely fully investigated back to the early Shattariyyah teachers,
as not all of the teachers are listed and possibly because it was too
long ago.
It is important to note that alongside the spread of lslam via
the surnu, a tradition of writing religious manuscripts, inseparable
from the process of studying and teaching, thrived. In contrast
with other regions, the tradition of writing religious manuscripts
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is still being continued in West Sumatra, and often uses the lawi
script (writing Malay with Arabic letters) as its medium. A large
number of the manuscripts that were important sources for this
article were written in early 2000.
The process of Islamisation, and in particular the increase in
the intensity of the development of Islam in West Sumatra, cannot
be separated from $ufr orderc (tnrrqnh), in this case The Shattdriyyah
order, which was established as an institution in the early 17tt'
century. It is not surprising that most regions in West Sumatra
still have a basis in some $ifl orders, such as Shattariyyah, Naqsh-
bandiyyah and Sammdniyyah. In a table created by Martin van
Bruinessen (L996:133), it appears that the strongest sites of
Shattariyyah in West Sumatra are in Padang Pariaman and Tanah
Dalar, followed by Agam, Solok, Sawah Lunto Sijunjung, Pasa-
man and Pesisir Selatan.al Thus, the spread of Shattariyyah in West
Sumatra starts at the coast and continues to the districts ("Luhak
nan Tigo") of Luhak Tanah Datar, Luhak Agam and Luhak Lima
Puluh Koto.
Sha{{ariyyah, Naqshbandiyyah and
the Kaum Mudo Movement in West Sumatra
Several academics are convinced that Shattariyyah was not the
first Suft order to enter West Sumatra, as Naqshbandiyyah was
possibly brought to the region in the first half of the 17d' century
(Dobbin 1.992: L46). However, Schrieke (7973: 28) indicates that
Naqshbandiyyah only entered West Sumatra in the 1850s. This is
backed up by other academics such as Martin van Bruinessen (L996:
124) and Karel A. Steenbrink (1'984:778).
If the opinion of the academics mentioned above is correct, then
Shattariyyah certainly arrived in West Sumatra far earlier, as sev-
eral local sources mention that Shattariyyah had already arrived
in West Sumatra by the end of the 17tr'century, when Shaikh Burha-
nuddin returned from Aceh after having studied with Abdurrauf
al-Sinkili (see, amongst others, Amin 7993:37).
Local manuscripts argue that Shattdriyyah was the first type of
$uft order in West Sumatra. The manuscrtpt Kitnb Menernngkan
Agamn Islnm di Minangknbnu (Kitnb Explaining Islam in Minnngkn-
bau), for example, argues that Shaikh Burhanuddin brought
Shattdriyyah to the region in 1070 H/1659 A.D. At the time, as
explained in this document, there was only one type of Islam in
Minangkabau:
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"...the Islamic school of thought of Imam Shafi'T, and the conviction
and faith nlil nl-sunnah zun nl-jnma'nh, was based on the mysticism of
Shartariyyah ..." (p. 73).
Naqshbandiyyah only arrived approximately 1,27 years later. If
the calculation starts with the arrival of Shaikh Burhanuddin as
mentioned above, then this means that Naqshbandiyyah entered
West Sumatra in around 1786.In Kitnb Menernngkmz. .. it states that:
"...one hundred and twenty-seven years later Naqshbandi arrived. It
involved chanting Allalt Allalt as a profession of faith, having a charitable
nature, and there were students who turned their faces to God (bertnwnj-
jtth) after sunset prayer and retreated from society for four days. It was
brought there by an 'alim who taught at kampung Cangking Koto Can-
dung Ampat Angkat, which was made famous by Tuan Shaikh Cangking
(Shaikh Koto Tuo) ....... (Amin 200I:73)
Although we do not know the exact year, we can assume that
Shattariyyah arrived in West Sumatra earlier than Naqsh-
bandiyyah. This can be seen from the local sources written by the
Shattariyyah 'ulnma 'in West Sumatra who take on the character
of being the "enduring" side in the face of the introduction of
views and rituals of Naqshbandiyyah, which was considered to
be quite different from those of Shattariyyah and was seen to
threaten the influence of the Shattdriyyah 'ulnma' over the local
population.
As argued by Schrieke (1973:25), rn the early 19tr'century the
tension between Shattariyyah and Naqshbandiyyah was unavoid-
able. In fact, tension between the two sides was a factor in the
emergence of conflict in West Sumatra, alongside other factors
such as the disagreement between the young 'rilfima ' (Kaum Mudo)
and old 'ulnma' (Kaum Tuo). Dobbin (1992:148) argues that the
vioient conflict caused by public hostility between the Shattariyyah
office in Ulakan, and Taram and Talawi was oriented towards the
Naqshbandiyyah.
However, it appears that the prime cause of the conflict was
related to a struggle for influence and respect (Dobbin 7992:148).
Several sources argue that Shaikh Jalaluddin, an influential Shaikh
from Cangking who adhered to Naqshbandiyyah, attracted the
attention of several followers of Shattariyyah in Ulakan and per-
suaded them to move to Naqshbandiyyah. This no doubt resulted
in fighting between the teachers of Naqshbandiyyah and
Shattdriyyah (Bruiness en L996: 125).
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Of course, the differing views and teachings were also a trig-
ger for the tension. In the data consulted it appears that the issues
faced were not related to the mystic doctrines themselves, but
were more related to shnrt'nh.
The followers of Naqshbandiyyah apparently did not like the
martabnt tujuh (the'Seven Stages') teachings from the Tuftfnh nl-
Mursnlnh written bv al-Burhanpfirl. This style of teaching was de-
veloped by Abdurrauf al-Sinkili, a caliph of Shattariyyah, and in
his writings he explained and interpreted the wnhdnt nl-tuujud (unity
of being) doctrine, which caused uproar in the Indonesian-Malay
world.
It is important to note that in the context of West Sumatra the
teaching of wnhdnt nl-wujud was not continued and developed by
the followers of Shattariyyah. In fact, they removed this doctrine
from all the Shattariyyah teachings, as they believed it was in con-
flict with the principles of shnrt'nh (see Kitnb Menernngknn, p.70).
Thus, in relation to the teaching of wnftdnt nl-rutLjild, the style of
Shattariyyah in West Sumatra, especiaily after second half of L9'1'
century, became relatively different from the style of Shattariyyah
that was developed, for example, by al-Sinkili in Aceh (Dobbin
1992: 144). Apart from a few other disparities, such as the recita-
tion of dhikr and the emphasis on aspects of shnrt'nh, there were
not too many major differences between the two.
A reguiar topic of debate between Naqshbandiyyah and Shat-
tariyyah was the decision about the start and finish of the fast-
ing month of Ramadan. Schrieke reports that for several years
there were violent conflicts around this subject between the two
groups in Padang Panjang. It then became an issue in Pariarnan,
and there is still a difference of opinion between the foilowers of
Shattdriyyah in Ulakan and the followers of Naqshbandiyyah in
Cangking about the start and finish of the fasting month. Usual-
ly, the adherents of Shattariyyah celebrate Ramadan two or three
days after the followers of Naqshbandiyyah celebrate it. Thus,
they are called "the people who fast Iater" ("ornng punsn kentudi-
an"), whilst the Naqshbandiyyah are called "the people who fast
first" ("ornng punsn dnhulu").a2 This is exactly what is described
about Naqshbandiyyah, "..whose cnluilntions were two dnys enrlier
thnn the calculntions nccording to the cnlendnr brought by Shnikh Burhn-
nuddin..." (Amin 2001: 73)
It is also noteworthy that a more serious conflict involving fol-
lowers of Shattariyyah in West Sumatra occurred in 1804, when
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three Minangkabau "Haji" returned from Mecca after having stud-
ied there for several years. These three Haji were Haji Miskin from
Pandai Sikat Padang Panjang, Haji Abdurrahman from Piyobang
Payakumbuh, and Haji Sumanik from Batusangkar. Apparently the
opinions of these three Haji were strongly influenced by thoughts
about the renewal of Wahhabr in Mecca, as taught by Muhammad
ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab (1703-1792 A.D.), an 'alim from Nejd in East
Arabia. The religious views of Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab
were similar to the religious views of a previous reformist 'alim,
Taqi al-Din ibn Taimiyyah (1263-1328 A.D.), who argued that Is-
lam should return to the Qur'an and follow the Prophet.a3
From early on the Wahhabi in Mecca urged the Islamic commu-
nity to return to pure Islamic teachings, not mixed with supersti-
tion, heresy or myth. But this turned into a radical movement,
with the duty of differentiating between the faithful and the un-
faithful, and a proposal for jihad (holy war) against those who did
not follow the call (Rahman 1997:286-294).
The Wahhabi started from the assumption that the majority of
the Islamic community already performed and developed religious
practices that deviated from the teachings of Islam, and which
must be destroyed by whatever means necessary. Amongst the
groups thatbecame the "proselytising targets" of the Wahhabr were
followers of $nft orders, who were considered by the Wahhabi to
already be excessive in the intensity of their relationship with Cod.
They rejected steps to consecrate the graves of Strft mystics who
were considered to be pure. They also forbade the Islamic com-
munity to smoke tobacco or wear silk, and prohibited the use of
certain practjces during worship.
Wahhabi views such as this were brought to Minangkabau by
the three Haji mentioned above. They believed that in the Mi-
nangkabau community, and especially amongst the followers of
Shattariyyah, many of the religious practices which encompassed
superstition, heresy and myth were in conflict with the basic prin-
ciples of Islam and needed to be "straightened o1)t", or fought
with violence rf required.
However, the views of the three Haji met with strong opposi-
tion from the 'ulnma ' of Shattariyyah,and the process did not go
as smoothly as they had hoped. Haji Miskin, for example, had to
move house from one village to another, as he always met hostil-
ity from the followers of Shaltariyyah who had not yet accepted
these reformist views. Haii Miskin eventuallv ended uo in Bukit
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Kamang, and in 1811 he carried on the movement in Aie Tabik, in
Luhak Lima Puluh Kota (Chatib & Erman 2002:191).
The reformation movement is addressed in the writings of Imam
Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin, one of the members of Shattariyyah
in West Sumatra who produced many manuscripts. Amongst the
manuscripts mentioned are Risalnt Mtzan nl-Qnlb, Kitnb Menernng-
knn. . . and Kit ab nl-T nqw tm w n nl - Siy a m. In Ris al nt M rzal nl-Qnlb, lmam
Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin explains:
"The motivation for writing ,ni, ,"ri", of books is to explain about the
two views of worshipping God, namely the Kaum Tuo (Old Group) and
Kaum Mudo (Young Group) and why we common people are wary of
following them. Only because we have read many history books and
ftndttlts can we grant the wishes of our brothers" (p. 3).
The Kitnb Menerangknn... also explains that the reason for writ-
ing this document was that after the arrival of Naqshbandiyyah,
and the subsequent emergence of Wahhabl as brought by the three
Haji, the style of religious rituals of the people of Minangkabau
became varied, and caused confusion amongst the masses:
"...there were people who recited ugnllf (the intention given at the
beginning of prayer) and those who did not. there were also those who
marked the beginning of the fasting month by observing the moon (rtL'ynt
nl-hilal) and there were those who just looked at the calendar, there were
those who observed the non-compulsory prayers during the fasting month
and there were those who only observed the compulsory prayers..." (p.
,, ,s ,n"r"rore not surprising that the discussion in Risctlnt Mtzan
nl-Qnlb, Kitnb Menerangkan... and Kitnb nl-Tnqwtm rl)n nl-$iyam try to
explain in detail, and reveal the truth - from the perspective of a
follower of Shattariyyah of course 
- 
about the issues that became
the centre of debate and conflict, not only with the Naqshbandiyyah
and the three Haji, but which were also an extension of the Wahhabi
movement.
Kitab nl-Tnqwlm wa nl-$iyam explains that according to the teach-
ings of the Prophet the beginning of the month was calculated
according to the moon, and for Ramadan the Prophet gave sepa-
rate advice about the method of ru'ynt nl-hilal.In the context of
West Sumatra, this is indicated by the opposing opinions of the
followers of Naqshbandiyyah, who used the method of hisab
tnqwrm (calculation of the appearance of the moon, rather than ac-
tual citing) to decide on the beginning of the month according to
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the moon, including the beginning of the fasting month of Ra-
madan. This is still a point of difference between the two groups
today.
Risalnt Mlzdn al-Qnlb, Kitab Menernngkan... and Kitab nl-Tnqwtm
wa nl-Siyam explain that for several decades the style of ritual and
devotion that was developed by the Shattariyyah 'ulnma 'was the
one eventually accepted by the Minangkabau population. Risalnt
Mtzdn nl-Qnlb says:
"...during that period, from 1840 to 1908, the entire Archipelago (In-
donesia) had just one styie of performing its rituals. They prayed with the
same intention (u;all), they held funerals and death rituals in exactly the
same way, they saw in Rabiul Awwal month at the same, celebrated the
Prophet Muhammad's birthday with a feast... if there was a death in
someone's house teachers came with members of the community, they
read the Qur'an, and performed other activities. At fasting time they cel-
ebrated together, used rut'yat (citing of the moon), and performed twenty
raka'at (prayer cycles) ol the taratuth prayer (special Prayer performed in
the evening during the month of Ramadan), nobody performed eight
rnka' at ... "(Amin 1989: 80).
This is supported by Imam Maulna Abdul Manaf Amin inKitab
Menernngkn77..., when he finishes with the sentence "...nt thnt time
the state wns snfe nnd worshipped ns lne..." (Amin 2001: 62).
However, the religious turbulence involving Shattariyyah flared
up again in the early 20tr'century, in particular in around 1906
when four Minangkabau 'ulnma'returned from Mecca after sev-
eral years of studying religion with Shaikh Ahmad Khatib al-Mi-
nangkabawi. These four 'ulnma 'were Haji Muhammad ]amil ]am-
bek Bukittinggi, Haji Muhammad Taib Umar Sungayang Batu-
sangkar, Haji Abdullah Ahmad Padang Panjang, and Haji Abdul
Karim Amrullah Maninjau.
These four reformist 'rilnma' shed new light on the $ufi order
practices, especially those of Shattariyyah, that were followed by
much of the Minangkabau population. They believed that the prac-
tices were in conflict with Islam. As explained in Risalnt Mrzan nI-
Qalb: " ...the SnfT order hnd alrendy become a discttssion point with their
tenchers, thil Snfl order wss wrong... " (Amin 7989: B4). As a result,
these four 'ulnma 'were very proactive in inviting the followers of
Shattariyyah to abandon their religious practices.
In7907 Haji Muhammad Jamil |ambek held a meeting to which
he invited respected 'ulamd'from Shattariyyah to come to his house
and discuss any different views and practices. Amongst the
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Shattariyyah 'tilnmd'present, ali older men, were: Shaikh Khatib
Muhammad Ali al-Padani, Shaikh Muhammad Dalil (Tuanku Shaikh
Bayang), Tuanku Shaikh Khatib.Sayyidina Shaikh Muhammad Taib
Sibarang Padang, and Tuanku Imam Masjid Ganting Padang. The
group of new 'ulama', who were all young, included amongst oth-
ers, Haji Abbas Daud Balingka, who was known as Inyiek Baiing-
ka;Hqi Abdullah Ahmad Padang Panjang, and Haji Abdul Karim
Amrullah Maninjau, who was known as Inyiek Rasul.
Apparently, during this meeting a heated discussion took place
between the two groups of 'ulnma ' about whether or not
Shattariyyah practices were in accordance with Islam. Although
they continued into the night, the two groups did not reach an
agreement, and the different opinions and conflict between the
'tilnmc7 ' of Shattdriyyah and the reformist 'ulnma'continued. This
is mentioned in Risalnt Mrzan nl-Qnlb as the point where the terms
Kaum Tuo and Kaum Mudo appeared:
"...this is the beginning of the term Kaum Tuo, because the 'ulama'
defending Jr-rf order practices were already old, all of them more than
fifty years. The 'ulnma'who were renouncing it were all young, r,rnder
thirty. They were given the name Kaum Mudo and from that point on-
wards they were known as Kaum Kuno and Kaum Mudo. This ls the
origin of these terms..."(Amin 1989: 85-86).
From the explanation above it is clear that the three manuscripts,
Risalnt Mtzan nl-Qalb, Kitnb Menernngknn... and Kitab nl-Tnqwtm wn
nl-$iydm, were written to explain the religious upheaval that took
place in the Minangkabau community. From the perspective of the
author of these manuscripts, the turbulence was the result of two
things: first, the difference of opinion between the followers of
Shattariyyah and Naqshbandiyyah, and secondly, an" attack" from
the Kaum Tuo on the religious rituals and practices of the Sry'i
order group.
Characteristics and Teaching Style of Shattlriyyah
in West Sumatra: Reinforcing Neo-Sufism
It appears that since its early emergence in India, its reformula-
tion in Haramayn, and its development in other various parts of
the Islamic world, including the Malay-Indonesian world, Shattariy-
yah has experienced a dynamic process of development and ex-
pansion. It has been strong in each period, in terms of both ritual
and teaching doctrines. The dynamic process shows that Shat-
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tariyyah teachings ensured the reinforcement of neo-Sufism in the
Malay-Indonesian world by continuously emphasizing reconcilia-
tion between tnsnwwuf and shart'n'h.
In West Sumatra, the area that has become the focus of this
article, Shattariyyah has become an important pillar in the dissem-
ination neo-Sufism, and then played a significant role in the for-
mation of the structure of Islamic society. The 'ulnma 'involved in
developing Shattdriyyah in this region, starting with Shaikh Burha-
nuddin Ulakan and followed by the caliphs and students, experi-
enced intense struggles with various iocal elements and cultural
characteristics. As a result there has been a shift towards charac-
teristics and teaching styles which are quite unique and different
from the those of Shattdriyyah in other regions.
Following are the characteristics and teaching styles of
Shattdriyyah in West Sumatra, which show the reinforcement of
neo-Sufism.
Remoanl of the Wahdat al-WujDd Doctrine
An interesting development amongst the followers of
Shattariyyah in West Sumatra was the rejection of the wal.tdnt nl-
wujud doctrine. This is noteworthy because previously the impor-
tant figures in this $ufi order, both the ones in Haramayn, notably
Ahmad al-Qushashr and Ibrahrm al-Klranl and the 'ulnma'in the
Malay-indonesian world in the early period, such as Abdurrauf
al-Sinkili, did not mention the struggle around the doctrine in their
works, but instead indicated that there was a reinterpretation and
explanation that was relatively easily received by the 'ulnma'.aa
It is important to briefly explain that the doctrine of wnhdnt nI-
wujud is a concept concerning the achievement of oneness with
Allah, and Ibn 'ArabT (1240 A.D.), a Siifr from Andalusia, is often
mentioned as its founder. Academics agree that Ibn 'Arabr never
uses the terms waftdat nl-wujud or wujudiyynh, even in his two prom-
inent works, Ftt;us nl-Hiknm and FtLtultat nl-Mokkiyynh. However,
several areas expiored by Ibn 'Arabr are explained with the intent
of waftdnt nl-wttjud.
In Frisris al-Hiknm for example, Ibn 'Arabr says:
i'f j ,.l,ur;, F'i'S
" All (wujud 
- 
being) is owned by Allah, and created by Him, thus all is Allah
himself." (Ibn'Arabt Fttsus, p. 73).
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Or expressed differently:
W :^,s 'F!t ;L J. Jt---
"A pure being creates all, and He is the essence of everything." (Ibn 'Arab1
Frtsus, p.25).
In Futuhclt nl-Mnkkiyrlnft Ibn 'Arabr states:
.\r 11 ar iro y: (nr yl )Frl d L;
"There is nothing in zutLjid (being) except Allah, and there is none who
knows Allah except Allah." (Ibn 'Arab1 Fntuhat,IY,1975:224).
Examples such as these prompted a number of other ,ltfu to
realise that Ibn 'Arabl was the person most responsible for teach-
ing the doctrines that became known as Tunhdnt nl-wujid or
wujudiyynh. Other Sufls offered an explanation that these expres-
sions did not necessarily mean that Ibn 'Arabl unconditionally
equated God with the world (tnshbth), because in other sections of
his work Ibn 'Arabr also emphasises the transcendental nature of
Cod (tanzrh).
In Fttsup nl-Hiknm, for example, Ibn 'Arabr writes:
nro V: o:J-J oJj S *j U: * U
"Whoever tnshbrlt God and does not tnnzrltHirn restrains and limits Him.
and doesn't truly know Him." (Ibn 'ArabT Fr,si,s, p. 69).
Several centuries later the wnftdnt nl-ruujud doctrine stiil trig-
gers debate amongst the $tfi and is the cause of their conflict with
the fiqh 'ulnma' (fuqnha'), who tend to emphasise Islamic teach-
ings that are exoteric (zahir) rather than those that are esoteric
(bayin) (for further discussion about Ibn 'Arabi's thought concern-
ing this theme, see Noer 1995).
There have been debates about the wahdnt nl-wujud doctrine in
Aceh, particularly during the period of government of Sultan Is-
kandar Tsani (7637-7647 A D ) This debate took place between
Nuruddin al-Raniri and followers of the teachings of wujuddiyynh
of Hamzah Fansuri and Syamsuddin al-Sumatrani. As an ortho-
dox'alim who prioritised the implementation of shnrt'nh, al-Raniri
released a fntwa that wujudiyynh was heterodox and deviated from
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the Islamic faith, thus those who did not repent and forswear would
be arrested as infidels and sentenced to death (Azra 1994:782).
According to a number of sources, the debate about wnftdnt nI-
wujud in Aceh was triggered early on, in particular in relation to a
work by Fadl Allah al-Hindi al-BurhanpirT, Tuftfnt nl-Mursnlnh.This
situation is discussed by Ibrahim al-Kiiranr in Ithaf nl-Dhnkt:
'We have been reliably informed by a group Qama'nh) of lazuitlyrt't lhat
some books on fiaqtqnlt (divine realities) and esoteric knowledge ('rtliru
nl-nsrar) have spread among the population of the lands of lnunbeing
passed from hand to hand by those endowed with knowledge based on
their studies and the teaching of others, but who have neither under-
standing of the'ilm ol-shnrt'ah of the Prophet, the Chosen, the Elect of
God, peace be upon him, nor the 'ilm nl-finqa'iq conferred on those who
follow the path of God the Exalted, those who are close to Him, those
admirable ones, or those who have set their foot on any path of their
paths based on the Qur'an and the Sunnah through perfect obedience
both outwar dly (nl-zalir) and inwardly (nl-batin), as rendered by the de-
vout and pure. This is the reason why many of them (the lawiyyrn) have
deviated from the right path and why impure belief has arisen; in fact
they have entered into the crooked camp of atheism (nl-zandaqnlt) and
heresy (nl-ilhad)...We are protected by Allah from errors and from evil,
both visible and invisible. These students frornlatuthave said that amongst
the most popular books dealing with these concepts is TrLllfnt al-MtLrsnlnlt
Ila Rnfi al-Nnbr, composed by al-'Arif bi Allah Shaikh Muhammad ibn Shaikh
Fadi Allah al-Hindi a1-BurhanpurT..." (Al-Kfirana ltllaf nl Dhnkt,p.2).
As a result of this news al-Klranr offered a long explanation of
how wnhdnt nl-wujild al-Kflranr called it, tnuhtd nl-ruujtld-
could be understood. Primarily, according to al-Kltranr, acknow-
iedgement of unity with God (tnrLlsrd nl-wtLjud) could only be
achieved by $nfts who had already reached a certain spiritual lev-
el, and it may not be done in conflict with the Qur'an or the Sun-
nah.
It is important to acknowledge that al-Khrant, as one of the
'ulnmii ' who strongly influenced the thoughts of Abdurrauf al-
Sinkili, did not completely reject the teachings of wnlldnt nl-uujud,
apart from offering the interpretation above. As the caliph most
responsible for the dissemination of Sha{fariyyah in Malav world,
al-Sinkili continued what had been started by his teacher, al-Kt-tranI,
by writing some works, in Malay and Arabic, to explain the runll-
dnt nl-wtLjud doctrine.
In order to understand wnhdnt nl-wtrjild "properly", al-Sinkili
argues in his two works, Tnnbth nl-Masht and Shnllariyynh, that the
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universe ('Alam) is not a being (wujtld) separated frornnbHnq4 (God-
"The Truth"), because it flows from His essence. In this explana-
tion al-Sinkili aims to show the oneness of nl-Hnqq and 'alam (tnsh-
brh). However, 'alam is not unconditionally the essence (dhat) of
nl-flaqq but is just a reflection (nl-zill) of Him, or a reflection of a
reflection of Him. This is because God is the only One (Ahnd),
there are none who accompany Him (/a slnrtka lnh), though He
always accompanies everythin g (nl-Muhrt). In arguing this, al-Sinkili
aims to defend the concept of the transcendental nature of God
over His creations (tanzth) (Tanbth nl-Mashr, p.7; Shattariyynh, p.
5).
According to al-Sinkili, if someone (nhndun) says that 'alnm is
the essence of nl-Haqq himself, then they are wrong (Tnnbth al-Masht,
p. 8). In Aceh, although not mentioned explicitly by name, but by
only as " nhndttn" , this expression seems addressed towards
Hamzah Fansuri or Syamsuddin al-Sumatrani, with the intention
of criticising their views about wnftdnt nl-wujud. According to al-
Sinkili, aithough they held extremist views, Hamzah Fansuri or
Syamsuddin al-Sumatrani were not judged as infidels. Al-Sinkili
writes:
" . . . protect your tongue from gtbnh (gossip) and from considering oth-
ers as infidels, because both are great sins in the eyes of Almighty God; do
not condemn your fellow Muslim brothers, as this will cause you to be
equated with the sinners on judgment day . . i' (Tnnbth nlMashl, p. 44).
Reinterpretations like the ones offered by al-Kuranr in Itllaf nl-
Dhakt previously and by al-SinkiliinTnnbrh nl-Masht and Shntrtariyynh
appear not to have developed in the community of Shaltariyyah
followers in West Sumatra, at least in manuscripts found recently.
They expiicitly rejected an understanding of wnhdnt nl-wujud wrth-
out compromise (see also Bahri 1.988:36,57). When describing the
character of Isiamic teaching as developed by Shaikh Burhanud-
din Ulakan, for example, rn Kitdb nl-Tnqwrm wn nl-giyam explains
that:
" . . . the 'ulama' who accuses the Shaltariyyah of Shaikh Burhanuddin of
following wnhdnt al-ruujud knows little of the history of Shaikh Burhanud-
din... this is a clarification so that we do not make the same mistake as
these 'LLInma'with their uninformed history... (Amin i986: 74).
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A more detailed explanation is given in Kitab Menernngknn.. .'.
"...the Islam that he developed indeed... concerned external aspects
that brought about the inner aspects of God... his teachings were not about
the zualtdat al-uuj nd faith.. . " (Amin 2001.: 1.1.7).
The rejection of the wnhdnt al-wtrjud doctrine in the Shaftariyyah
manuscripts came about because this doctrine was considered to
be in conflict with the principles of shnrt'nh in Islam. The Kitab ex-
plains that those who follow the teachings of wnhdat nl-wujud be-
lieve that:
"...Allah is everything, there is not the universe, only Allah, which
means that there is not self, only Allah. As a result they do not feel obliged
to pray, they feel that Allah envelopes a1l of things, and that is eternal
prayer (salnt da'int), always praying..." (p.70).
It appears that the removal of wshdnt nl-wtLjild from Shattariyyah
teachings in West Sumatra was the result of the teacl-rings and
doctrines of Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan which were far more
"easy-going" than those during the periods of al-Qushashr and al-
Sinkili. al-Qushashr in nl-Simt nl-Mnjtd, and also al-Sinkili in Tnnbth
nl-Masht, for example, explain that the final objective of dhikr (rec-
itation of the names of God) rs fnna (the extinction of the "soul" of
the mystic into God), and even fnnd from fnna itself (fnna 'nn nl-
fnna); while the Malay Shattariyyah manuscripts in West Sumatra
" onIy" explain that reality and the final objective of dhikr is to clean
the external body and purify the heari (tnhdhrb nl-nnfs).
As far as I know, the term fana itself never appeared in the
manuscripts from West Sumatra mentioned above. The most ex-
treme expression in relation to ftnqtqnh and the aims of the recrta-
tion of dlikr appears in Kitnb Menernngknn...: " dcny one's own wujld
(being) nnd unlidnte the wujnd of Allnh," a translation from the dhikr
sentence la ilahn i\o AUah (see also Amin 7993: 718-71.9).
In spite of what has been shown from the data in tire manu-
scripts consulted, apparently not all 'ulnma 'of Shattariyyah in West
Sumatra rejected wnhdnt nl-wujud during its development; several
amongst them are documented. Buya Abdurrazak Mata Air Pa-
kandangan, for example, is included in the caliphs of Shattariyyah
in West Sumatra who accepted wnfidnt nl-wujtid. According to him,
in order to understand the problem of wnftdnt nl-wtLjt1d, one must
first understand that wtLjild is divided into two: wtLjild ftnqtqr and
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wujud i'tibart; wujud ftnqtqt (real Being) is God, whilst uujud i'tibart
(imaginary being) is the world or mankind.
There are four points that cannot be separated from the rela-
tionship between Cod and the world or humanity, and these are
that they are: not ittisal (related), not infi;al (separate), not htilill
(restricted to the body), and not ittihad (united). With these "four
nots", the reality of Cod and the world or humankind cannot un-
conditionally become one, but neither can they be separated from
each other.as According to Buya Abdurrazak Mata Air Pakandan-
gan, the issue of wnhdnt nl-wujud is a matter of dhnuq (feelings), not
a matter of thoughts, nor of law. As a result, not everyone can
experience the feeling of wujud; those who say that they have felt
it cannot be judged (Bahri i9BB: 50-51).
Confirmntion nnd Actttnlisntion of the
Ahl al-Sunnah wa al-Jamd'ah Doctrine
Another matter that is very prominent in the teachings of neo-
Sufism developed by Shattariyyah 'ulnma 'in West Sumatra, as they
are reflected in the manuscripts, is the confirmation that the theo-
logical teachings delivered by Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan have
the characteristic of nhl nl-sunnnh wn nl-jnma'nh. Thrs matter, among
others, is found in Kitnb Menernngknn...:
" . . . the Islam that he developed is an Islam that derives from the Shafi'i
school of thought and the conviction of nhl nl-stmnnh run nl-jnma'nh ..."(Amin 2001: 117).
Ahl nl-sunnnh wa nl-jnma'nh generally means " a group that holds
firmly on to Sunnnh and jnmd'nh". In accordance with its name,
those who follow the understanding of nhl nl-sunnnh wa nl-jnma'nh
use the StLnnnh, or hndtth of the Prophet, and ijma'a6 as a guide to
religious life. As such, there are at least three religious reference
sources guiding the lives of Muslims who adopt the understand-
ing of ahl al-sttnnsh wn al-jnma'nh: the Qur'an, hndrth and ijma'.
Although ijmd'"only" occupies third position, in reality ijma' of-
ten becomes the determining factor in justifying a particular reli-
gious matter, especially if no specific answer can be found in the
Qur'an or hndlth. a7
Regardless, after the death of the Prophet, an understanding
of the Qur'an and also hndrth-which were written in a highly
formal Arabic-could not be achieved by everyone, with the re-
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sult that the Companions of the Prophet, who were later joined by
tabi'rn (followers of the Companions of the Prophet), and tabi' nl-
fibi'tn (followers of the tabi'tn), together with the 'ulnma ' who
joined them, were considered to be a kind of transiator who could
more accurately understand the intention of the Qur'an and hndtth,
with the consequence that the results, it was considered, could be
better relied upon (Dhofier 1994: 151). As such, for those who
followed nhl nl-sunnnh wa nl-jnmd'a'h, ijma'-who hoped for a ma-
jority agreement among the ummnh or jnma a/z in making legal de-
cisions-became a type of 'keyword' that differentiated this group
from others.
In the literature of Islam, tlne nhl nl-sunnnh wn nl-jnma'nh doc-
trine is a type of theological understanding the principles of which
are often connected with the theological teachings of Abii flasan
al-Ash'arr (260-326 H/873-935 A.D.), an 'alim of Basrah, consid-
ered originator of the theology of Ash'ariyyah. Before that, Abii
F.{asan al-Ash'arr was an adherent of Mu'tazilah, a type of theo-
logical understanding that placed great emphasis on the strength
of the mind, that later became a critical target of al-Ash'arr him-
self (Watt 1999). Among his theological teachings, Ab[ Hasan al-
Ash'arr considered that God could not possibly understand with
His being. Cod must know with His attributes. Additionally, Abl
flasan al-Ash'an also opined that the Qur'an was not something
created and therefore new (ruuhdnth), but rather was eternal
(qndtm), because God has decreed since the dawn of time. Abu
Hasan al-Ash'arr considered that humans did not create themselves
because there is no creator other than God (Nasution 1985: 40).
In the context of Indonesia, the theology of ahl nl-sunnnh wn nl-
jnma'n'h is often connected with the religious understanding of
orthodox Islamic groups, like those which assemble under the NU
(Nahdhatul Ulama), the largest socio-religious organisation along
with Muhamadiyah. In fact, a number of NU figures have created
a kind of definition that could be called nhl nl-stmnnh wn nl-jnma'ah
(Aswaja), This understanding, apart from being guided by the
Qur'an, hndrth andijma ', also holds firmly to three traditions, name-
ly: following the theology of Al-Ash'arr and al-Maturidr on theo-
logical issues (tauhtd), following one of the four schools of law on
jurisprudence (fiqh), namely the Hanaft Malikt Shafi'i or l.{ambah
schools, and following the teachings of al-junaid al-Bagdadi in
practicing Sufism.a8
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It is religious features such as this that are put forth by follow-
ers of Shalfariyyah in West Sumatra as a characteristic of the teach-
ings of Islam that they received from Shaikh Burhanuddin Ula-
kan. Furthermore, and more specifically, the religious characteris-
tics and tendencies of the followers of Shattdriyyah in West
Sumatra are further increased by the obligation to use fiisab tnqwtm
(calculation) when determining the beginning of the month, and
ru'ynt al-hilal (observing the moon) when determining the begin-
ning of the month of Ramadan and Idui Fitri. This can be found in
Kitab nl-Tnqwtm wa nl-$iyam:
"...those of the Shafi'r school of thought, having the conviction of nhl
nl-sunnnlt ua nl-jnma'ah and following the mystical path of Slmttart, count
the months usingl3isab tnqutm, and enter the fasting month withrtL'ynt nl'
hilal ..." (p.72).
The tendency to follow the Shafi'r school of thought as found
in the quotation above should be emphasised because it is indeed
practiced by followers of Shatt6riyyah. The foliowing quotation
from one of the figures of the Shattariyyah order in Padang Paria-
man, A Razak Tuanku Mudo, quoted in the research of Nazar Bakry
(2000: 42), creates a picture of the rigidity of the followers of
Shattariyyah toward Shafi'r up until now:
" 
. . . to speak about the implementation of proselytising in Shattariyyah,
the Shaltariyyain'tLlama'must have foliowed the ideology of the Shafi'r
school of thought..."
It is important also to note that amongst the characteristics and
tendencies of the Shafi'1 school of thought-acknowledged as the
one and only school of belief of the foilowers of Shattdriyyah in
West Sumatra (Bakry 2000: 49)-is a response that is relatively
flexible in its attitude towards the various religious dynamics of
the community, together with local traditions and cultures. In
arranging legal considerations, Imdm Shafi'r developed legal max-
ims (qnwa'id nl-fiqh) that could determine the final form of a legal
decision if there was a change in the conditions and facts underly-
ing an issue that had previously been decided. The aforementioned
principles were systemised by Imam Shafi'r himself more than
tweive centuries ago through a branch of knowledge that was then
known as u;ul nl-fiqh. Based on the "urerit" of principles in u;ul nl-
fiqh, tine religious rituals of the followers of the Shafi'r school, in-
ciuding followers of Shalfariyyah in West Sumatra, became richer
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and more dynamic while adhering to the established limits (Wa-
hid 1989: 198).
It is not surprising then that in Risalnt Mtzan nl-Qnlb the reli-
gious characteristics of the followers of Shattdriyyah are "defined"
through various rituals and religious understandings:
1. Pronouncing ttsnllt in the intention of ritual prayer)
2. Compulsory reading of bnsmnlaft in the Surnh of nl-Fatihnh;
3. Reading thte qunut and lifting the hands during the gubh prayer;
4. Determining the beginning of the month Ramadan and Idul
Fitr through ru'ynt nl-hilol;
5. Undertaktng tnrawih prayer 20 rnka 'nf (cycles) and uitr 3 rnka'nt
during the month of Ramadan;
6. Whispering of instructions in the ear of the dead or dying (tnlqtn
nl-mnyyit);
7. Suggesting the presentation of the rewards received from read-
ings to people who have just died;
B. Visiting the resting place of the Prophet and other pious people
is optional but meritorious;
9. Celebrating the birth of the Prophet Muhammad during Rabr
al-Awwal (third month of the Islamic calendar) through,
amongst other things, reading Bnrjnnzr;
l0.Standing during the reading of Bnrjnnzt (nshrnqnl);
11.Adding the words "wn bi ftnmdih" after reading;ttbhana rnbl al-
'nztm when bowing from the waist during prayer (rukn') and
subhana rnbr nl-a '/a when bowing from a kneeling position dur-
ing prayer (st1jud);
l2.Voluntary (but meritorious) addition of the words "snyyidina"
before mentioning the name of Muhammad;
13.Commemorating someone's death (tahltl) on the third, seventh
and one hundredth day;
14.Cod has attributes, and carefully studying the 20 attributes of
God is compulsory;
15.Compulsory replacement (qnda') of those prayers (snlat) Ihat
were left unperformed whether intentionally or unintentional-
ry;
l6.Recommended careful study of tnsnwwtrf;
17.Compulsory reading of dhikr la ilahn illa AUah in unison after
compulsory prayer;
18.Tnwnssul52 when praying is not included among polytheistic acts;
l9.Touching the Qur'an before ritual ablution (berwtLdu) is forbid-
den;
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20.It is compuisory to wash all things touched by a dog by splash-
ing with water seven times and once with earth;
2L.Touching of the skin of men and women who are not mnhrnm
nullifies ritual ablution;
22.People who are ritually impure (junub) may not perform night
ritual prayers (;alalt) before washing;
23.Reciting the call to prayer (adhan) for the Friday prayer at the
mosque is voluntary but meritorious;
2{.Perforrning the sunnnt prayer before the Friday ptayer is vol-
untary but meritorious;
25.Divorcing one's wife when she is menstruating is permissible;
26.Writing a verse of the Qur'an using Latin figures is forbidden;
27.Heaven and hell are both eternal;
28.The Qur'an has the attribute of qndtm (eternal);
29.The universe ('alnm) is created (mtLlldnth);
30.The third divorce (lnlaq) at once means the impiementation of
the third divorce.
A number of the beliefs and rituals of the followers of
Shattariyyah above take the form of theological beliefs developed
by Abu flasan al-Ash'art, namely: God has attributes, and it is
compulsory to carefully study these 20 attributes that were for-
mulated by ai-Ash'arr, the Qur'an is not created (qndrm), heaven
and hell are eternal, whilst the earth is created (mtLlldnth).
It is important to point out that several rituals of the Shatlariyyah
in West Sumatra that are outlined above, such as pronunciation of
usnlll in ritual prayer, undertaking tnrawtll prayer 20 rnka'nt and
witr 3 rnka'nt during the month of Ramadan, celebrating the birth
of the Prophet Muhammad during Rabl' al-Awwal through,
amongst other things, reading Bnrjnnzr, commemorating someone's
death (tnhhl) on the third, seventh and one hundredth day, and a
number of others, have been challenged by another Muslim group
in West Sumatra, identified as Kaum Mudo (modernists), because
they are not considered to possess a strong basis in hndtt'h,let alone
in the Qur'an. Historically, rituals of this kind 
- 
according to this
Kaum Mudo "only" justified by decrees from the 'ulnma'in
the period after the Prophet's death by way of the institution of
nma
However, because the followers of Shattariyyah in West
Sumatra, who are identified as the Kaum Tuo (traditionalists),
declare themselves as followers of nhl al-sunnnh wn nl-jnmd'nlt, riI-
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uals of this type are not a problem. In fact they have already be-
come united in recognising their social religious identity, because
the beliefs of nhl al-sunnnh wn nl-jnma 'aft consider ijma' to be one of
the authoritative sources in making legal judgements.
In a number of other sources, the religious identity of the fol-
lowers of Shattariyyah in West Sumatra is equated with what they
call the "twenty one instructions", or a number of teachings and
rituals that are considered binding and which may not be changed.
Material concerning the "twenty one instructions" 
- 
which is actu-
ally included in the basic considerations and household arrange-
ments of the Shattariyyah community (jnma'ah) in West Sumatra
-is always included by teachers of Shattdriyyah in various recita-tions of the Qur'an.53 The twenty-one instructions are as follows:
1. Fasting must take place according to the ru'ynt nl-hilal;
2. Tnrawth prayer 20 rnka'nt and witr 3 rnkd'nt;
3. Read u;nllt in the intention of the prayet;
4. Read Bnsmnlnh to the Surn'h of nl-Fatihnh and in the beginning of
other Surahs of the Qur'an;
5. Reading qilnut inthe Subhprayer;
6. Determine the beginning of the months by ftisab tnqwtm, except
for the months of Ramadan and Idul Fitr, which are determined
by rtr'ynt al-hilal;
7. Hold to the Imam Shafi'I school of thought;
B. Be faithful to the beliefs of nhl al-sunnah wn nl-jnma'ah;
9. Add the words "ua bi hamdih" after reading $LLbhdna rnbbf nI-
'aztm when bowing from the waist during prayer (ruka') and
subhana rnbbt nl-a'la when bowing from a kneeling position dur-
ing prayer (sujud);
lO.Chant the 'remembrance of God' (dhikr);
11.Friday sermon (khutba'h) should only be in Arabic;
l2.Perform religious rituals/readings (tnhltl) at every death;
13.Whisper instructions in the ear of the dead or dying (tnlqtn nl-
mayyit);
14.Visit the resting place of the Prophet and other pious people;
L5.Follow the Shattdriyyah order;
16.Swear an oath (bai'nh) to the murshid of Shattariyyah;
lT.Undertake tnwnssul toward the teacher during praying;
18.Go to Ulakan (basnpa) during the second month of the Arabic
calendar (gafnr);
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l.g.Commemorate the birth of the Prophet by reading Shnrf nl-
Anam;
20.Stand when reading ashraqal in Barjanzt;sa
2L.Wear a rimless cap (kopiah) at time of praying.
From the points above, it is clear that the formuiation of the
religious identity of the followers of Shattdriyyah in West Sumatra
had very specific local nuances, although several rituals among
them are also found in the religious traditions of other Muslim
communities, such as in the traditions of the NU community in
java.
Pengajian Tubuh (P ersonnl Recitations)
The substan ce of " Pengnjinn TubtLh" (personal recitations) in West
Sumatra does not represent a new discourse in the context of mys-
ticism itself, because what is being explored is the ontologicai con-
nection between God and the world, or more specifically in this
instance, humanity. Themes such as this have always been topics
of conversation for Jry'is, includlng Sufr figures in Shattariyyah. In
Tnnbth al-Masfu and also S'hnltrariyyn'h, Abdurrauf al-Sinkili before
explaining wafudnt al-wujild, discusses the aforementioned ontolog-
ical connection between God and the universe, between al-flnqq
(the Creator, God) and nl-khnlq (His creations), between the One
and Only and the many, between nl-wttjud and nl-mnttjudat, be-
tween wajib nl-wujud and nl-mumkinat.
Pengnjinn Tubuh can be considered to be a characteristic that is
specific to Shattdriyyah in West Sumatra. It became a basic lesson
in all the Shattdriyyah teachings of Shaikh Burhanuddin Ulakan.
This is made clear from information found in the manuscripts which
adds weight to considerations about the essence of creation and
the desires of humanity, together with the relationship between
the essence of God (Dhat) and the wishes of God. This is in addi-
tion to instructions about the methods of recitation that we have
already discussed. In addition, Pengnjinn Ttrbuh is also one of the
basic materials that is always taught by teachers of Shattariyyah
in West Sumatra in their own special recitations, aside from the
other mystical materials.
For the followers of Shatlariyyah in West Sumatra, Pengnjinn
Tubu'h is needed as a base and exercise (riya| al-nnfs) before arriv-
ing at what they refer to as "kurrah", which is a particular endeav-
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or with the purpose of returning the unrefined/external body
(a'yan kharijiyyah) to the refined/spiritual self (n'yan thabitnh).55
Pengajian Tubuh is also a medium for followers of Shattariyyah to
know themselves (their bodies), so that he or she will be capable
of repelling all satanic temptations and desires (Yafas 1990:7).
Material on Pengajian Tubuh teaches that the humanity consist
of two parts: an unrefined part (zahir) and a refined part (batin).
In its essence, the external body does not have capability or de-
sire, because it is the internal body that moves it (Deram 1992:1-
3). The external body, which in the concept of ta;nwwuf is called
a'yankharijiyynh, consists of four elements, namely fire, wind, water
and earth.
An example of an expression of Pengnjinn Tubuh from the fol-
lowers of Shattariyyah in West Sumatra is similar to one found in
the manuscrrpt Pengnjinn Tnreknt (pp. 1-3):
Hidup tubuh nan kasar di hidup tubuh nan batin
Tahu tubuh nan kasar di tahu tubuh nan batin
Kuasa tubuh nan kasar di kuasa tubuh nan batin
Barkahandak tubuh nan kasar di barkahandak tubuh nan batin
Mandangar iubuh nan kasar di mandangar tubuh nan batin
Malihat tubuh nan kasar di malihat tubuh nan batin
Barkata tubuh nan kasar di barkata tubuh nan batin
"The life of the unrefined self is lived by the spiritual self
The knowledge of the unrefined self is known by the spiritual self
The power of the unrefined self is empowered by the spiritual self
The desires of the unrefined self are desired by the spiritual self
The hearing of the unrefined self is heard by the spiritual self
The seeing of the unrefined self is seen by the spiritual self
The words of the unrefined self are spoken by the spiritual seif"
It is explained also in another part of the Pengajian Tareknt (p 6):
" ...a'yankharijiyyahtubuh nan kasar samangat yang tahu di sakit, padih,
haus, dan lapar; a'yan thabitah tubuh yang halus, si ulud'am nan sabanar-
banar diri; ujud maftnd Tuhan yang barnama Ailah...
" ...n'yankharijiyyah, the unrefined self, experiences sickness, pain, thirst
and hunger; a'yan thabituh the refined self , 'am is the real being; mnhad is
the real God whose name is Allah ...".
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Conclusion
The development of the Shattariyyah order in West Sumatra
until the 20tr' century displayed one important characteristic, in-
volving the creation of a mystical phiiosophy that is "more tracta-
ble" than previous formulations. This indicates that Neo-Sufist
teachings strengthened throughout the 19tr, and 20tr, centuries, in
the Malay-Indonesian world generaily, and particularly in V/est
Sumatra.
The reinforcement of neo-Sufism in West Sumatra was indicat-
ed by the fact that whilst al-Sinkili taught-through his various
works-the doctrine of wshdnt nl-wujud in Aceh in the lZtr'cenrury,
in West Sumatra, wnhdnt nl-wujud was not just weakened, but was
in fact removed from all Shattariyyah teachings, because it was
considered to be inconsistent with the teachings of nhl nl-sttnnnh
wa nl-jnmd'nh, and a deviation frorn shnrT'nh practices. According
to the manuscripts consulted, the removal of wnhdnt nl-wujud from
the teachings of Shattariyyah was one of the local attributes and
characteristics of the order in West Sumatra. This finding is qurre
different from earlier views put forth by B. I. O. Schrieke, Karel
A. Steenbrink, Martin van Bruinessen, and several other scholars,
that the Shattariyyah order in West Sumatra, particularly eariy
on/ was the order most active in developing the teachings of wnh-
dnt nl-wujfid. and was in conflict with Naqsybandiyyah, referred
to as the developer of the doctrine of wnhdnt nl-shuhtid.
From its first appearance in the 17tr' century up until now,
Shattariyyah has spread to various corners of West Sumatra, start-
ing in Padang Pariaman and Tanah Datar, followed bv Agam, So-
lok, Sawah Lunto Sijunjung, Pasaman, and Pesisir Selatan. As such,
the Neo-Sufist doctrines developed by Shattariyyah 'ulnma'spread
widely, starting from the coastal areas and reaching to the dnrek or
Iulnk, namely: Luhak Tanah Datar, Luhak Agam, and Luhak Lima
Puluh Kota. The development of distribution channels for
Shattdriyyah was generally accompanied by the spread of the
manuscripts containing neo-Sufist teachings that were a crucial guide
for its members, resulting in an increase in the number of Shat-
tariyyah manuscripts.
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explanation (Tanbth nl-MashT, p. 26-27).
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going to present the student-teacher relationships in Shattariyvah in West
Sumatra, based on names in the version of the three 'ttlann's mentioned,
combined with information from various manuscripts and other local sources.
33. In Viviani 1990 / 199r:39-40, the student_teacher reiationship between Shaikh
Janggut Hitam with Shaikh Abdurrahman Lubuk Ipuh is reversed. Indeed,
it is quite difficult to confirm which one is correct, as there is no data about
the lives of these two 'ulama'. However, most sources-especially those rn
the form of manuscripts 
- 
consulted during this research ui" 
-ot-e inclined
to assert the first relationship, with Shaikh Janggut Hitam as the teacher of
Shaikh Abdurrahman Lubuk Ipuh (see also Amiruddin 7994:6I). Although
he does not mention his source, Viviani apparently bases his composition
on an interview with one of the followers of Shattariyyah, which is possibly
more valid, but also possiblv mistaken due to errors.
34. The inter-'ttlatnd.'conflict in Shattariyyah-and perhaps also between other
Islamic leaders-in west sumatra caused by different choices in political partres
is reported as frequently taking place. Aside from Angku Talawi, Imam Maulana
Abdul Manaf Aminalso tells thathehad a conflict of opinionwithAngku Inyik
Adam, a caliph of Shattariyyah from Shaikh Paseban, who was in fact a friend
of Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin when they studied with Shaikh paseban.
At that time, Angku Inyik Adam invited him to join the Golkar party so that
they could receive help from the government in order to renovate the grave
of Shaikh Surau Baru in Batusingka. However, this invitation was refused by
Imam Maulana Abdul Manaf Amin (Amin 2002: 63).
35. Apart from studying under Shaikh Ampalu Tinggi, Tuanku Kalumbuk had
previously studied Islamic knowledge at several other suratL,such as: Suraa
Simaung in Sijunjung, Surau CaIu in Muara Sijunjung, SttrnttTalaw| and
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iong before the departure of Shaikh Paseban to the Holy Land of Mecca to
complete the pilgrimage, where he eventually died (see Amin 2001: 56-57).
38. The information that there was a female ,Juf order teacher-though
unfortunately unaccompanied by a detailed explanation-is very interesting
because gufr order teachers were generally ma1e.
39. See also Deram 1997:21.9.
40. For a more detailed description of the conflict with the Dutch colonial
government that took place in Pauh, see Amin, Sejnrnh Ringkns, pp.37-48.
41. See also Arief et a1., 1983: 23-32; Firdaus et a1., 1999 /2000.
42. Schrieke 1,973:26; see also Suryadi 2001:96.
43. For more on the ideas of Ibn Taimiyyah see, amongst others, Rahman
7997:754-164.
44. Azra 1994; Fathurahman 1999.
45. Compared with the concepts of al-fnid (emanation) and al-zill (shadow) put
forth by al-Sinkili when presenting discussions about the ontological
relationship between God and 'alam. According to al-Sinkili, although
'alam is not the absolute essence of God, 'alam rs not unconditionally
different from Him, because 'alnm is not a second being that can be
separated from Him, except for emissions (al-fniO from the essence of God
itself. However, the inseparability of God and 'alam doesn't mean that
God and 'd.lam are the same, because 'alamts only a shadow (al-zill) of God,
or a shadow of the shadow of God (Fathurahman 1999: 50).
46. Ijma' is an agreement reached between a number 'ulamd' Qnma'nlt) who
have a broad capabiiity and knowledge, and are trusted to make decisions
in relation to religious laws (see, amongst others, Bernand, "idjrna" , \999).
47.For a more detailed discussion of this matter see, amongst others, Saleh
2001:49-52.
48. Bisyri 1967: 19; Wahid 1989: 198, see also Dhofier 1.994: 1.49.
52. Tazoassul 
- 
"Practice by which members of a mystic brotherhood remember
their teachers before beginning the recitation of God's name(s)"
(Federspiel, 1995: 268).
53 Syarifuddin 1989: 73, Y afas 1988: 52.
54 Barjanzt is usually read on the commemoration of the Prophet's birthday.
55 See Nasrul 1987 / 1988: 2; Y afas 1990: 45; Bakry 2000: 38 and 71.
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